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The presence of what are apparently longitudinal dunes

off the coast of northeastern Eyre Peninsula, South
Australia, poses a number of problems that are investigated
in this thesis.
These submarine features are located adjacent to the Utera
plain, which supports a series of northwest to southeast trending seif dunes. The Utera dunes are relict features, but when
were they formed, from what sediment source and by what process?
If these landforms are indeed dunes, how Co they relate to the
sand ridges of the Utera Plain, and, considering that dunes are
commonly consol-idated and subject to rapid erosion by marine
activity, how have they survived submergence?
The relict tongíÈudinal dunes deposited on the semi-arid
Further'
Utera Plain attest to a period of former aridity.
the results obtained in this investigation indicate that the
submerged landforms are dunes, and are related to the Utera
dunes. Thus the dunes were d.rowned by the post-glacial rise
of sea level during the Holocene. Radiometric dating of shell
and other organic material superimposed stratigraphically over
the dunes indicates that the dunes are pre-Holocene in ê9€,
while the results from a calcrete layer developed pedogenically
within the dune, together with other evidence, suggests that the
dunes were deposited at soine time between 12r000 and 24,000 years
8.P., that is, during the last-glacia1 maximum.
The conceþt that glacials were arid rather than pIuvial,
aS \^¡as previously believed, is now accepted widely. This study
has extended this theory to the eastern part of Eyre Peninsula,
and contradj-cts the only major previous survey which concluded
that the dunes were deposited during the last Interglacial.
submerged
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CFiAPTTiR OÌ{E

INTRODUCTION

been
'Wh.iIe the effects of Pleistocene climatic changes have
imPact
the
exceedingly weII documented from glaciated regions,
is
now
world
of the same changes on the desert regíons of the

only beginning to be understood.'

(Bowler , I976, P. 283)

During the Quaternary, climatíc fluctuations of considerable magnitude resulted ín the growth and retreat of ice sheets
(HoIlin , !962, 1965 , 1.969 ¡ I'lercer , L9731 , oscillations of sea
Ievel (Fairbridge, 1960; McFarIan, 1961; Curray, 196I¡ Veeh and

, I97O¡ Bloom et aI .,'L974¡ Bloom L9'19) , the migration
of climatj-c zones (Lamb, L972¡ Rognon and Williams, L9771 and
the extinction of numerous biota (Butzer, I9721 In Australia and elsewhere, changes in atmospheric circulation during the Quaternary resulted in some present semi-arid
areas located, marginally to truly arid zones experiencing aridity.
Such aridity found expression in the development of aeolian landforms, and ín particular of active dunes. These rel-ict dunefields'

Chappetl

currently stabilized by vegetation, have been described from Australia (Madigan, 1936, 1946,¡ Marshall , L948¡ King , L956, 1960;
Wopfner and Twidale, 1967; I'fabbutt and. Sullivan, L968¡ Twida1e,
Ig72; Bowler¡ 1971 , L973, L976, 1977, L979; Bowler et al-. , 1976¡
Sprigg, L965, L9791, from Africa (Grove and Yüarren, 1968; Butzer'
Ig72; Fairbridge, Lg6]-, 1964) and from the U.S.A. (Smith' 1965).
Relict dunefields extend below sea level in Senegal (Tricart'
et at. I Lg57, 1951), north-western Åustralia (Fairbridge, 1961,
1964; Jennings, 1975) and near the mouth of the Hunter River
(Galloway, 1965). The relict Utera dunes, aligned from north-west
to south-east, are developed on the Utera Plain (Twidale et al.,
Lg76) between Franklin Harbour and l'lurninnie, €âstern Eyre Peninsula, South Australia (Fig. 1.1, I.21, and apPear to plunge beneath the waters of Spencer GuIf (fig. 1.3, \-4, 1.5).
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Jessup(1968,a&b)statedthattherelictseifdunes
situated on Yorke Peninsula (Fig' 1 ' 1 ) extend into Spencer Gulf '
and, by correlating the formation of a number of paleosols of
this region with glacio-eustatic movements, suggested that the
seif dunes were deposited during two phases of Iower sea level;
one during the Iate Pleistocene and the other during the Holocene'
The initial purpose of this investigation ís to ascertain
whether the submerged landforms off eastern Eyre Peninsula are in
fact sand dunes, and if sor how they relate to the relict utera
dunefield. The salient sedimgntary characteristics (grain s|ze'
shape, surface features, etc.) of both the submerged landforms
and the Utera dunes must therefore be calculated and compared'

rf it can be demonstrated that the features in question are índeed drowned sections of the utera dunefield, their survival
needs to be explained, for under normal circumstances unconsoliquesdated aeolian deposits are readily eroded. Furthermore' the
tion arises as to the cause of submergence ' Were the dunes drowned
by the partial subsidence of the utera Plain, of were they formed
during a period of low sea level and subsequently inundated?
If tectonism can be discounted, dune formation must have
occurred during a period of time when sea level stood below its
present position. Previous interpretations of Pleistocene climates
held that glacial phases, when sea levels were lower' were Synchronous wíth pluvials, and that interglaciats were arid' Jessup'
in his study of the dunes of northetn Yorke Peninsula, applied
this association and stated that the dunes had formed durj-ng intergtacial periods, but before sea level had risen from its glacial
Iow posítion, thereby explaining their partial submergence'
Suffícient evidence has been brought forward over the past
two decades to seriously question this association, and in fact'
it is now generally held that glacials s¡ere arid rather than

6

pluvial periods, and that dune formation occurred during these
phases. To date, evidence to this effect has been presented for
a number of areas of Australia. This thesis intends to add to
the growing body of data that supports the concept of glacial
aridity, and in particular to extend the concept of glacial aridity to the Eyre Peninsula area of south Australia.
In order to do sor it is first necessary to establish the
age of the dunes developed on the utera Plain. Absolute dating
by radiometric means would allow the correlation of the time of
dune formation with existinq glacial chronology, in particular,
glaciat-interglacial cycles determined from foraminiferal evidence
recovered in deep oceanic cores (Emiliani, 1955, L958, L966¡
Shackleton and Opdyke, L973, 19761, and from reinterpreted terrestrial seguences ín Europe (Kukla, L9771. The determination of
the absolute age of the Utera dunes and their submerged counterparts thus constitutes a vital aspect of this investigation' To
this end, as the relict utera dunes were acted uPon by marine
processes, it is possible to employ marine deposits associated
stratigraphically with the dunes, in order to d,efine more Precisely the time of dune forrnation.

CHAPTER TWO

TTIE UTERA DUNEFÏELD

2.I

Demarcation and description of the studv area.

Using monochromatic and coloured aerial photograPhs, aerial
reconnaissance and ground-truth Survey, the geographical boundaries
of the study area \^tere defined. Demarcation was based on the dis'

tribution of fossil dunes and upon the presence of landforms believed to be drowned seif dunes. Effectívely, the study area corresponds with the utera and cowell Plains, but as the latter is of
limited areal extent, the name Utera Plain and Utera dunefield
shall include the Cowell Plain and dunes. A series of maps showing the distribution of the Utera dunes was produced from coloured
aerial photographs at a scale of 1:10000, and subseguently reduced
photographically (APPendix I) .
Franklin Harbour (f'ig. 1.1) is the southern limit of the area
under consid.eration, for although relict dunes are found farther
south near Arno Bay, none of these dunes evidently extends into
Spencer Gulf. The major northern boundary lies in the vicinity of
Ùlurninnie, 80 km to the north of Franklin Harbour, where the Utera
dunefield ends. Seif dunes are present farther north in the
region of Lake Torrens, and in many instances are partially active
(lrlilliams, 1973), but are excluded from consideration in this investigation because they are beyond the range of inundation by the
waters of Spencer Gulf.

'

The ut.era Plain, upon which the dunes are deposited, is

gently undulaÈing, of variable width, being at a maximum between
Cowell and Murninnie, and ríses from Spencer Gulf in the east, to
an elevation of between 100-150 m on its western boundary. This
boundary consists of two main components; the Lincoln Fault s)'stem
The Lincoln Fault System (Fenner, 1930), is
and the Cleve Hills.
an en echelon series of faults extending from Port Lincoln in the

I
south to Por:t Augusta in the north (Fí9. 2.I').

These faults re-

flect the underlying Proterozoic lineaments, with reactivation of
movement along these Iineaments occurring during the late Cretaceous ancl early Tertiary resulting in the formation of St Vincent
and Spencer Gulfs. This faulting disrupted the comparatÍrze
stability that had prevailed since the Proterozoic, over which
time denudation had produced a number of surfaces of low relief
(Twida1e et aI., l-g76l. Minor seismic activity continues to the
present (Sutton and White, 1968). The faults (Fig. 2.2, 2'3)
find expression as Iow, unconSolidated sediment rises termed
,dirt scarps' (l"liles, Lg52) . Mcvement along these f aults is
limited, with a maximum throw of the order of 25 m and an average
displacement of only 15 m (l"Iiles' L952) .
The Cleve HilIs, immediately west of Cowell' are constructed
of highly folded Proterozoic metasediments in which structure has
determined the contemporary ridge and valley topography (Tilley,
Johns, 1961; Thomson, !969,1980; Parker,7980). Generally,
the hogback and homoclinal ridges are underlain by quartzite or
gneiss with more readily epodible schists beneath the valleys"
The Utera Plain is constructed of Tertiary fluvial and colLuvial sediments (described below) derived from the Cleve HilIs
Lg2O;

fans adjacent to
the upland.s, in the shallow graben that is Spencer GuIf (I"liles,
1952; Lud.brook, 1955; Linsay, 197t¡ ,J. Parker, pers. comm. ) .
These sediments are capped by a calcrete duricrust.
Calcrete is ubiquitous in the area and, as it is an important
factor in both the preservation of the submerged. dunes and the
dating of the time of dune formation, needs further description.
the calcrete consists of either powder, nodular, honeycomb, cemented
nodul,ar or massive sheet hardpans (Netterberg, 19671 . The thick-

and deposited as a series of coalesced alluviai

ness of the calcrete layer thins towards the Cleve HíIIs where the
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of the alluvial fans approaches 7-8o, with stream cuttings
if âDy, carbonate accumuon the Cowe}l dirt scarp showing little,
lation. Individual coIluvial fragments are veneered by a thin
layer of carbonate in many instances, but on being broken, reveal
a core of rock derived from the Cleve I'letamorphics. Calcrete
nodules are present and show concretionary growth bands, but these
are of no great extent near the scarp, certainly not sufficient to
be cemented into a hardPan.
Although the precise mode of calcrete formation is controversial (Goudie, 1973) , and it is beyond the province of this discussion, it is possible to account for the thinning of calcrete
towards the uplands. Such thinning is, in all probability' the
result of the slope of the alluvial fans. These are of the order
of 7-Bo which allow the transport of carbonates by groundwater
d.rainage, thereby inhibiting calcrete formation"
A1ong the coast, the calcrete that underlies the Utera Plain
fj-nds expression as a broad, flat, intertid.al platform developed
between Franklin Harbour and Murninnie. The platform itself is
the result of the breakdown of calcrete through a number of stages
(Figs. 2.4, 2.5, 2.6). The original massive calcrete is fretted
by weatheringr.apd undermined by marine solution and erosion which
eventually leads to the collapse of large blocks. Further weathering and erosion of these blocks produces cobble-size clasts which
are deposited, in ramp form, at the base of the massive calcrete
Iayer. Seaward, this ramp grades iáto an almost horizontal platform veneered by cobble to g'ravel-size cl-asts of calcrete derived
from the larger shingte by atÈrition. These clasts are constructed
of either cemented masses of nodular calcrete, or of rounded, laminar calcrete. Individual clasts of both laminar and nodular calcrete have, at a number of locations, been cemented into a massive
sl-ope

hardpan.

In the intertidal

zone the surface of this layer takes

a

Fig. 2.4

calcrete (a) to shingle
ramp (¡) and Planate surface veneered bY smal1
clasts (c ).

Breakdown

of

massive

Fig. 2.! Massive calcrete layer undermined by marlne
solution and erosion' Note shingle at base
of nodular calcrete '

r3

1

Fig. 2.6 Intertidal platform. Note roundeo
clasts distributed over surface,

r ete

-L{

instances it appears as a laminar,
smooth-surfaced mass, often with botryoidal undergrowths. l'lore
commonly however, the surface of the calcrete is displayed as a
jagged, fretted platform analogous to coastal lapies developed

number

of forms. In

some

Calcrete in this form is more prominent along
the open coast than within the confines of Franklin Harbour'
where shingle commonly overlies the indurated calcrete. Vtithin
/
these lapiés, at 1ow tide, pools of water col1ect, leading to
further weathering by solution, salt crystallization and biogenic
processes. Such processes opêrate to remove the calcite cement
binding the sediment grains, resulting in further breakdown.
Overall, calcrete imitates the general trend of the land
surface. However, in the area occupied by dunes, and especially
towards the coast, there exists a pronounced undulating surface
with the troughs corresponding with the swales and the rises with
the dune crests. Auger and core samples show the calcrete layer
rising beneath the dunes and continuing onto the next swale
(Fig. 2.71. The calcrete within the dune has developed in situ,
rather than the dunes being deposited upon a pre-existing¡ uIlon aeolianite.

dulating calcrete layerr âs cross-bedded aeolian sediments are
located beneath the calcrete horizon in some instances. More
often however, it would appear that the calcrete layer is massive
enough and is sufficiently deep to cement the entire dune core
and part of the underlying alluvial

sediments.

I{here clearing of vegetation i= ptorrounced, aeolian activity
has resulted in defl-ation stripping the dune crests down to the

duricrust surface. On aerial photographs, these denuded seif dunes
appear as dune 'ghosts'. However, where such lowering has occurred,
removal of sand has not always been halted by this maj c.:r calcrete
layer. At a number of sitesr âIl horizon of powder calcrete, Do
more than a zone of carbonate deposition, has prevented frrrther
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Augering has revealed such a zone in manY of the
dunes developed to varYing degrees, while in others the layer is
largely absent. This laYer of powder carbonate implies a period
downcutting.

of carbonate movement in the recent past or PossiblY, even at
present. Jessup (1968' a & b) noted a similar deposiÈ developed
in the Yorke Peninsula dunes and suggested that this powder carbonate was Holocene in age. Whether the source of the carbonate
is the underlying calcrete layer, atmospheric carbonate or combinations of both, is not known.
2.2 Descri tion of the Relict Utera Dunes
2.2.1 Morphology
The Utera dunes stand at an elevation of between three and
ten metres above the adjacent corridors and have an average interdune spacing of 360 m. Interdune spacing increases slightly towards the northern margins of the dunefield and is accompanied
by a minor, colîmensurate increase in dune heíght' supportíng the
inverse relationship observed between dune height and horizontal
spacing which, to date, has not been explained adequately
(Madigan, 1936¡ Bagnold, 1953; Wopfner and lwidale, 1967; Glennie,

1970; Twidale, ]-9'i21 .

In cross-section the flanks of the Utera dunes are' in the
main, symmetrical, in contrast to the dunes of, for example, the
western simpson Desert where asymmeÇry is pronounced (lvlabbutt'
l96E) . It is entirely possible that the dunes were asynmetrical
at the time of deposition, but this asymmetry has been reduced as
a consequence of the modification of the flanks over time - Evidence
for the degradation of the dune flanks is found in close proximity
to the present coast where Holocene marine deposits interfinger
with dune sands on the lower edges of the dune flanks (Fig ' 2 '81 '
Such degradatÍon is the direct result of a number of exogenetic
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processes operating upon the dune flanks including rain splash,
surface creep and the percolation of dew (Cornish, 1'897; Smith'

L963; Flint and Bond, 1969¡ Grove, !969).

However, not all longi-

tudinal dunes are asymmetrical, while the proceSses producing
asymmetry are far from certain (Mabbutt et al. ' L969; Clark and
Priestly, I97Ol , thus it is egually possible¡ oll the basis of the
available evidence, to suggest the dunes were originally symmetrical The Utera dunes are classified as longitudinal or seif dunes
rather than transverse dunes on the basis of internal sedimentary
structure. Cross-bedding witnin ttre dune consists of high-angIe
avalanche foresets on both flanks of the dune rather than the lowangle topset and high-angle lee slope cross-beds associated with
transverse dunes (McKee , 7966; McKee and Tibbetts, L964; McKee and
Douglass , 1971¡ McKee and Moiola, 1-g75l Tuning fork, of Y-junctions (I"ladigan, L936, 1946; King,1956,
1960; Wopfner and Twidale, 1967; Fo1k, !97L¡ l"labbutt and Sullivan,
1968; l'labbutt, Ig77l , are a common feature of the Utera dunes'
with the two limbs of the coalescing seifs open to the northwest.

Excluding active coastal foredunes and areas cleared for
agriculture, the dunes of northeastern Eyre Peninsula are stabilized
by mallee on Uòtù crests and flanks. On the Utera Plain, red

mallee ( E. socialis-8. qracilis c omplex), fruit ridge mallee
(n. incrassata) and broombush Melaleuca uncinata) are Present.
Towards the coast where the Utera dunes interdigitate with marine
sediments and landforms, coastal mallee ( E. diversifolia) is found
in conjunction with samphire saline flats and, farther seaward,
mangirove colonies (Avicennia marina var" resinifera) (Figs. 2-9,
2.10 , 2.LI,2.I2, 2.131 . The degree of vegetation cover produces
stability of both the crests and flanks of the dunes, unlike the

that are stabilized on the flanks onIy. Further,
many of the dunes of arid central Australia are actively being
Simpson dunes

IY

Fie. 2.9 MaIIee vegetation, Utera' Plain'

Fig. 2.1Q Utera dune stabilized by mallee scrub'

LU

i'ig. ?.11 Vegetation cover cleveloped on relict Utera
dune (a) an<J. beac;h ridge attached to dune (¡).

-<

Fi

g. 2.12

Man¡4rove-' colony

t FrankJ-i.n llarkrour.

2l

Fig. 2.1-t Samphire and mangrove vegetati-on, Frankl-in
Harbour.

2¿

extended in length or, in some cases, are being formed from debris
In
mounds located on the 1ee-side of playa lakes (Twidal-e, I9'72',! '
concomparison to the latter dunes therefore, the utera dunes are

sidered to be relict

2.2.2

Dune

features formed at a time of increased aridity'

Aliqnment

trend is developed in response to the resultant wind
directicn prevailing at the tíme of dune forrnation (Bagnold ' 194I '
1953; Landsbetg, Ig56',), but in many instances is discordant with
contemporary sand drift or dupe alignment (Smith, 1965)'
The orientation of the utera dunes was calculated from aerial
photographs aligned to topographic maps, by measuring the bearing
of the major dune axis from true north. The trend of the utera
dunefield was thus established as N 2g8o (õ = 1.90) , aligning the
dunes with those of central Eyre Peninsula (Bourne, et al., t974l.,
and in turn, with the predominantly anti-clockwise ellipse of dunes
that extends from King Sound in northern Australia to northeastern
Dune

Tasmania
L97e)

in the south (Irlarshall, 1948; Bowler , 7976, 1979; Sprigg'

.

Australia, the data comparing contemporary and palaeowind
regimes (using indicators such as dunes) is limited (Sprigq, 1965,
lgTg; Brookfield, I97O¡ Bowler, Lg75, L976, L9791' Consequentiy'
wind roses r^rere construcÈed for Cleve, Whyalla and Port Lincoln
(Fig. 2.L4) for the months of January and July at 0900 and 1500 hours'
Only sand-moving winds of greater Èlian 10 knots were coRsidered'
Resultant wind directions were calculated for cleve' the
recordS,ng station nearest to the Utera dunefield, for 0900 and
1500 hours for January and JuIy. vectors for the eight main comF'rom

pass points were calculated using;

23

T2

b-s

I

j=3

nj(v

j -V t

3

(Landsberg, l-956)

is the individ.ual vecto\i_Ss
is a scaling factor of 10 ì
n is the frequency of the wind in a given direction;
v is speed in m.p.h.;
Vt is the speed of 10 m.P.h., the Ëhreshold for sand-movíng
winds;
j is the Beaufort speed number.

whe re b

The resultant winds are presented in Tab1e
TABLE

1

1

Resultant winds CIåve
Resultant Direction

Deviation from dune trend

Month

Time

Jan.
Jan.

0900
1_500

N 32go
N Tg2O

July

0900

N

31go

2Lo

July

1500

N 2940

40

310
10 60

o
The alignment of the utera dunes deviates by as much as 106

from the resultant wind direction at 1500 hours in January. However, such a southerly component is explicable in terms of afternoon sea breezes blowing off Spencer Gulf and the importance of
this component can only be assessed after the Èime of dune for-

mation is establíshed. If the dunes $tere deposited during a
glacial phase, when sea level was lower than at present, then
Spencer Gulf would have been an exposed sea floor and no afternoon sea breeze could have prevailed.
The resultants for 0900 hours for both January and July
deviate by 31o and 2Io respectively from the alignment of the
removed
the 1500 hours resultant is as little
from the dune trend as 40. The detailed implications of such
variation shall be discussed below when considering palaeoclimates.
Hower¡er, the Utera dunes show a similar deviation, between current
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and formative wind resultants, as do the central Eyre Peninsula
dunes (Bourne et a1., Ig74l. Non-alignment between dunes and wind

resultants also occurs on Kangaroo Island (Bowler, 1975, 19791 '
while sprigg (1965, Lg79l cites non-alignment between dunes and
contempory sand drifts of up to 70o in the Murray l"lallee' In contrast, Brookfield (1970) found Iittle variation between dunes and
resultant winds in the Simpson Desert, thus sustaining the hypothesis that in centraÌ Austratia litt1e alteration in wind direction has occurred. The greatest deviation between current and
palaeowind resultants therefore, are to be found on the southern
and northern margins of the continent (Jennings, I9751 '

2.2.3 MineralogY
The sedimentary characteristics of the utera dunes were established by analysing samples col-lected at varying depths within

the dunes and from different locations upon the dune, in particular'
from either the crests or the flanks of the dunes ' The majority of
samples were extracted by sand auger. samples were also coÌlected
by driving metal tubes into the dune with a portable pneumatic
hammer. such sampling was Iimited however, âs the tubes proved
difficult to extract with the portable tripod used. Tt was found
that the small amount of lateral movement produced during the
extraction of the tube caused sand to roll down between the tube
and the wall of the hole which, in effect, tended to bind the tube
in tightly.
The utera dunes are constructed 1ar9e1y of sand-size grains
of quartz, with Iesser amounts of feldspar and acceSsory darker
minerals. These sand grains are predominantly subangular to subround in shape (Powers, 1953), though there exists variation from
this within certain size ranges. For example, grains finer than

3 ø display

a.

noticeable degree of rounding'

The surficial

appearance of sand grains before treatment by

dilute hydrochloric acid was disguised by a surface veneer ' Folk
(Lg7g) labelled the silica precipitate on sand grains found in the
Simpson Desert a 'turtle skin', thereby accounting for the 'greasy'
lustre of these dune sediments. In contrast, the grains in the
Utera dunes often possess a du1I lustre due to the precipitation
of calcium carbonate upon the grain subseguent to deposition' This
dutl, white lustre is most pronounced in an horizon Some 100 cm
below the dune crest, where a layer of powder calcium carbonate has
formed and, in aII probability, is still forming. In the surface

horizon, sand graíns are humic stained, while reddening of grains
Treatment in dilute hydrochloric
occurs lower in the profile.
acid removes the surface patina of calcium carbonate, revealing
the pre-depositional surface of the grain. In apPearance' these
grains range from polished to slightly frosted'
The sedimentary parameters of dune sands htere calculated by
analysing samples that \^tere treated in dilute hydrochloric acid
to remove any calcareous cement; dispersed in a calgon solution;
wet sieved through a 4 ø screen; dried (under 4 øl and disaggregated, and dry sieved through screen at a 0.5 ø interval using
a mechanical shaker. Pipette analysis was used to determine the
percentage of sitt and clay (greater than 4 øl in each sample '
Hnploying the results of this analysis, the statistical parameters of mean, skew, sorting and kurtosis were calculated using
the graphic method proposed by Folk'(1974) and are presented in
Table 2 and Figures 2.15 and 2-16Examination of Table 2 indicates that the Utera dunes are,
overall, moderately to moderatety well sorted' near symmetrical
and slightly mesokurtic. The mean grain size of alt samples is

(o = 0.16 ø1. However, this overall value fails to discriminate between particle sizes deposited upon the dune' crests
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TABLE

2

SEDIMENTAR
SAMPLE

Dune flank

Y

PARAMETERS OF RELICT DUNES

SORTTNG

2.16ø

0.67ø moderately well

0-00 symmetrícal

I

60

2

130
190

2.05ø
2.18ø

O.7Iø moderately well
0.71Ø moderatelY well

0.095 near symmetrical
-0. 05 near slrmmetrical

10
160
50
60
180

2.2Lø
2.28ø
2.L8ø
2.32ø
2.28ø

0.83ø moderate
0.7LØ moderatelY
0.62Ø moderatelY
0 .49ø wgll
0.53ø well

L.93ø
2.38ø

2.39ø
2.14ø

0.96 Ø moderate
0. sl Ø moderately well
0.56 Ø moderately well
0.74 Ø moderate
0.51 Ø moderately well
0.69 Ø moderately

0.14 near symmetrical
0.03 near symmetrical
0.06 near symmetrical
0.1.4 coarse skewed
0.072 near symmetrical
Ì
0.118 near symmetrical
0.007 symmetrical
0.03 near symmetrical
0.04 near symmetrical
-0.02 near symmetrical
0.0.079 near

0.06Ø

2.77ø very poor

0.17 fine

3.4ø

3.95ø very poor

0.59 strong fine

3

Dune Crest
4
5
6
7

I

9

10
11
L2
13
14

t 00
40
50
50

Sample Gt
G

2

250

r.0-200

2.2tø
.2.04ø

KURTOSIS

SKElV

MEAN

wel-l-

symmetrical

0.966 slightly mesokurti-c

0.94 mesokurtic
1.05 mesokurtic
L.I2

1.01

r.02

0.92
0.84

1.09
.97
0.95
1.01
0.96
0.94

0

leptokurtic

mesokurtic
mesokurtic
mesokurtic

slightly platykurtic

mesokurtic
mesokurtic
mesokurtic
mesokurtic
mesokurtic
mesokurtic

1.89 leptokurtic
1.30 mesokurtic

(^)

P

a')
JL

crests are well"
sorted, near symmetrical and mesokurtic, with a mean grain size
of 2.27 Ø (o = 0.15 ø1. Although dune flanks have simíIar sedimentary parameters overalI, grain size is, on average' slightly
coarser than the crest s (2.26 Ø , oi = O .18 ø') . Such variation is
in contrast with the Simpson Desert dunes where the crests are
marginally coarser than the flanks (FoIk, I971) .
and those located upon the dune flanks.

Dune

2.3 Oriqin of' Dune Sediments
The degree of rounding, surface appearance and sedimentary
parameters of dune sands are, in part, determined by the sedimentary characterístics of the material from which the dune sands are
derived. The origin of the dune sands must therefore be estabIished. Two main sources of sediment need to be considered; that
the sands are derived from the sedinrents immediately underlying
the Utera Plain, or that dune sands were transported from another
source outside the study area. Further, it is a'Iso possible that
the sediments are polygenetic in origin, being derived both from
local sand. deposits and from outside sources. Howsoever it may
be, a local source, the Utera Plain, wiII be examined initially.
detailed information is available concerning the â9e, origin or composition of sediments underlying the
Utera Plain, the greater part of geological research being confined to the analysis of the Cleve metamorphics r ot to water
resource surveys (South Australi"r, ó.pt.tment of Mines and Energy).
By utilizing bore log data from the latter surveys, which have
been drilled at a number of sites betr*een Franklin Harbour and the
CowelL and Charleston scarps, it is possible to describe the Utera
To date, little

sediments in broad detail.
The depth of overburden these bores penetrated before

striking bedrock ranged from 40 to 90 m, These deposits are post-
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I"liocene in age if calcareous deposits located at some depth are

the equivalent of the Melton limestone (,f . Parker, Pêr. comm') '
Though minor variations exist in detail, the overall stratigraphic
profiles obtained at a number of sites are similar. At or near
the surface of Lhe Utera Plain a calcareous duricrust is reported
from all cores logged. This ubiquitous calcrete layer is underlain by red-brown and blue-grey mottled ctays, sandy clays, clayey
sands and silty c}ays. Grits and gravels, described in bore logs
as 'waterworn', thereby implying a fluvial mode of deposition' are
interbedded with these finer Sediments.
The informatj-on obtained from these bore 1o9s allows a general

description of the utera sediments but is insufficiently detailed
to permit a direct comparison with dune materials ' Hence, it is
not possible to establish whether or not the Utera sedíments were
the source of the dune sands. In order to do sor a detailed ínvestigation of the utera sediments was undertaken.
Core samples l¡tere extracted to an average depth of 2 ' 5 m using
a portable pneumatic hammer and tripod extracter loaned by SoiIs
Division, c.s.I.R.o. while problems of compaction of the sample in
the core tube is known to occur, the error produced at the scale of
investigation undertaken is not significant. To supplement the
data obtained from the core tubes, numerous stratigraphic sequences
to
hrere established by using a 12 cm auger with extension sections
5 m. Because the auger cannot penetrate either massive or nodular
calcrete, it was necessary to find locations where the calcrete
duricrust was broken, either naturally or in man-made cuttings
such as dam sites which had not yet been fitled.
AS few streams dissect the area, there are limited natural
exposures to be found, especially towards the coast where the hardpan is at its thickest. However, in some interdune corridors the
calcrete was broken and auger samples $¡ere taken. In order to
sedjments
-scertain the degree of alteration of the sub-calcrete

between areas where the calcrete was broken either naturally or
and sedj-ments beneath massive calcrete, percussion
artificially,

tubes were driven through the calcrete where possible ' In all
cases the degree of disturbance was limited to the uppermost 5-10

cm

of the samPle.
For example, core G (field identification l-abel) htas extracted by percussion tube hammered through the calcrete layer
in a swale and compared with sediments obtained by auger' Field
and laboratory inspection of the subcalcrete sediments suggests
that, in the main, they are poorly sorÈed, fluvial giravels, sands
and c1ays. Two representative samples from core G (Gr and Gr'
Fig. 2.L7) were analysed. Gl consisted of material collected at
a depth of 2.5 m beneath the swale surface, while Gz consisted
of sediments from 10, 10, 150 and 200 cm'
Both samples hrere poorly sorted and fine skewed, but
differed in that G, was mesokurtic whereas G, was very leptokurtic, indicating that the central portion of the latters distribution is better sorted than the tails. Compared to G, where
only 10t of the sample is coarser than 0 Ø, Gt consists of 508
coarser than O ø of which 28t is less than -l- ø ' On the other
to
hand , G2 contai ned 282 of rnaterial f j-ner than 4 Ø , compared
8.5g for sample Gr. After dispersion, sample G2'when stirred
and allowed to settle, displayed a large percentage of material
in suspension after a period of two weeks, indicating that the
proportion of clay finer than 11 0 ís considerable' The variation
in the distribution of sediment size between samples is reflected
in the mean values, Gt having a mean of 0.06 Ø compared to 3'4 ø
for G,
Variation in the ratio of clay, sand and gravel was noted in
samples taken by auger both between sites and at different depths
within a core. However, although sections of índividual deposit:cnal beds had been noted in a newly excavatecl dam' detailed
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stratigraphic boundaries could not be established beyond this
area. For example, clay lenses are present in the Core profiles,
but the spatiat extent of such lenses could not be determined due
to the calcrete layer which prevented the drilling of a number of
close-spaced cores. It was because of this factor that it was
decided to analyse a sample mixed from sediments collected at
varying depths. If the dunes ulere indeed built out of the sediments of the Utera Plain, then the whole range of available grain
sizes needs to be considered. Alternatively, because there are
clay-rich layers within the profile, sample G, can be misleading
if the high clay content is assumed to be equally distributed
If this bTere the case, deflation wouÌd be
through Èhe profile.
In factr ês sample Gt indicates, much of the
more difficult.
material is coarser than O ø. A more important aspect in determining the origin of the Utera dune sands is therefore the amount
and the characteristics of the sand-size fraction contained within
the Èotal samPle.
In samples analysed, both in the laboratory and the field,
some 60? of the sediments underlying the Utera P1ain consists of
material between -L Ø and 4 Ø in size (very coarse to very fine
sand). Quartz'ib the dominant mineral in these fluvial deposits'
white minor quantities of feldspars and darker minerals are Present. Sand grains are subround to subangular in the main, with
only a small percentage of rounded grains present in a1I size
ranges. The source of these sed.iments is the Cleve HiIIs to the
hrest, a belt of Precambrian metasediments in which the Warrow
Quartzite ís a major member. Grains of sand derived from this
Source were rounded to varying degrees during transportation,
though angularity may have been increased by weathering subsequent
to deposition.
The question remains as to whether the dune sands were derived f .'l¡n the fluvial and colluvial d'eposits of the ULera Plain'

quartz grains in the sand- síze f raction are present in
sufficient quantities to account for the supply of dune sediment.
Further, sand grains in both the dunes and the subcalcrete deposits are subround to subangular, but differ, albeit only slightly'
in that the dune sands are marginally more polished than the dull
to frosted fLuvial deposits. However, though aeolian activity has
been cited as a factor in both the potishing and frosting of sand
grains, there is considerable debate as to the effects of agents
of erosion and transportation in relation to post-depositional

Cert-a:.:tJ.y

modification of the grain surface (Sorby, 1880; GaIloway, 1979¡
Kuenen, L959 a & b; Kuenen and Perdok, 1961, 1962'l
In toto, the characteristics of the dune and subcalcrete
sand-size sediments are sufficientLy similar to support the conclusion that the Utera dunes were developed from sediment underlying the Utera Plain. This conclusion is sustained when considering the

mode

of dune formation.

2.4 Dune development
The nature of the cross-bedding ¡¿ithin the Utera dunes' as
described above, indicates that they are longitudinal rather than
transverse dunes, but how were they forned? In explanation, a
of different hypotheses have becnpostulated. Some state
that longitudinal dunes are entirely depositional, v'rhereas others
believe they result from a combinaÈion of erosion and. deposition
(Frere, 1870.1 It has also been su$gested' that this dune type is
due entirely to erosion (Blanford, 1879; Frere , 79II¡ Melton, 1940¡
King , Lg56, 1960. ) I'telton (1940) introduced the term 'windrif t'
to d.escribe the residual, linear ridges left in relief when largely
unidirectional winds furrow deep, usually aIIuvial, sand deposits,
and such a process must be considered in explanation of the Utera
number

dune s .

Y-junctions described from the

Sirnpson Desert

by Madigan

JÛ

(1936, Ig46l \{.Ie believed by King (1956, 1960) to constitute
evidence in Support of a windrift process of formation. Such
y-junctions, hrith their limbs open to the northwest' are present
on the Utera dunefield, suggesting therefore, that they are windHowever, a number of factors argue against this proposal.
rift,

instance, Mabbutt (Mabbutt and Sullivan, 1968;
Ivlabbutt, Lg77l refuted King's interpretation of the Simpson dunes,
and ín particular that Y-junctions are windrift features. As
evidence, he cites the stage development of Y-junctions at Hale
River and And.ado station. Fu¡ther, the throats of these junctions
are areas of sand accumulation, whereas, if they were windrift,
they would be zones of deflation.
Dunes formed by windrifting should, according to theory, be
alluvíal1y cored, evidence to this effect being noted by King
(1956, 1960) in the Simpson. In fact, King's analysis has been
shown to be incorrect (Wopfner and lwida1e, 1967; Þlabbutt and
Sullivan, 1968; Twidale , lg72l since it is based only on the dunes
near Lake Eyre. Twidale 11972) has shown that these dunes are
extending downwind from lunette-type mounds situated on the lee
shores of playa lakes, and have, ín many instances, developed over
Holocene alluvial sediments. The migration of these dunes excludes a wind.rift origin, while Y-junctions cannot, on the above
grounds, be accepted as evidence for windrifting.
The arguments against an erosional origin can egually be
applied to the Utera dunes. In particular, two lines of evidence
can be cited. Windrift Cunes should be cored by non-aeolian
sediments but, in fact, the Utera dunes are not, consisting of
In the first

sand-Size grains only, and are separated from the alluvial deposits by a layer of calcrete that continues across the swale

Further, in windrift dunes, ridges are left as residuals
above the swales, anC therefore the lower sections of such ridges
should not display the cross-bedding found in aeolian, depositional
floor.
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Iandforms, At a nur.rber of locations (eg, road cuttings) where
the base of the Utera dunes are exposed, aeolian cross-bedding
is discernible. In conclusion, the available evidence indicates
that the Utera dunes are constructional rather than windrift.
How then did they form?
For the Utera dunefield to have formed, a period of aridity,
combined with a low water table, must have prevailed. The scarcity
o¡. absence of vegetation would have allowed predominantly northwesterly winds to act upon the deep, alluvial deposits of the
Utera Plain, whichr âs described above, contain uP to 60t sandsize grains. ,It is possible that heticoidal air flow (Bagnold'
1953; Hanna, Lg69) in conjunction with bi-directional wind regimes
selectively picked up grains of between -1 and 4 ø and deposited
these gr:ains as longitudinal dunes.

It is also possible that sand was transported to the Utera
Plain from the northwest, the Y-junctions indicating Èhat the
dunes developed from that direction. However, for this to occur,
sand would need to be carried. over the Cleve Hi1ls. Bournel has
reported that SaIt Creek, that flows out of the Cleve Hills, is
an anomalous stream and, in part, accounts for this feature in
terms of stream piracy but also suggests that diversion of the
river is due to dune encroachment. However, if the Utera dunes
had developed from the northwest then it would be antícipated that
some of these dunes shoutd either be present on the scarp face t or
at least in close proximity. In taåt, there exists a distinct
area, running para}lel to the scarp face, that is free of dune
d.evelopment" IÈ is possible that this absence is due to the separation of airflow over an obstacle and that the Utera sediments
are scoured only when this flow is re-established. The Utera
1.

J. A. Bourne,

'Denudation Chronology of Northern EYre
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are, in aI1 probability, depositional
largely from the sediments underlying
addition of sand-size grains may have
transported over the Cleve HilIs from
a source need not be invoked in order

landforms constructed

the Utera Plain. Minor
resulted from material
the northtvest, but such
to account for the Utera

dunes.

2.5 Survival of

Submerged Dunes

2.5.L Description
tlhat appear to be continiations of the Utera dunes cross
the present coastline and plunge below the waters of Spencer Gulf'
However¡ D€ither during aerial reconnaissance undertaken by light
plane nor during analysis of aerial photographs could the morphology of these features be defined. accurately. Further, if
these landforms were indeed d.unes, what factors could account for
the preservation of the normally readily-eroded' unconsolidated
sediments comprising dunes?

Field examination of these landforms índicated that they consist of low, indurated rj-ses, with any unconsolidated sediment
having been removed by marine erosion (Fig. 2.18) - Levelling by
semi-automatic'D*py placed the elevation of these crests only a
few centimetres above the intervenitg, Iow areas. Spatially' the
crests of the rises corresponded with the immediately adjacent
Utera dunes while the low areas correlated with the dune swales'
Further, the alignment of the intertidal crests and low areas
correlates with the trend of the Utera Dunefield. The low-Iying
areas (swales) are veneered by a thin layer of fine marine silts,
sands, shells and, at a number of locations, algal matting' offshore, both the indurated rises and the swales lose defínition
as a consequence of burial by marine sands or seagrasses.
Laboratory examination of the cement producing induration of
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the rises indicates that it i-s a micritic form of cafcium carbonate. The swales, in the main, consist of the same calcrete
layer that supports the utera Plain in various stages of reworkirg, as described above.
2.5.2 M¿]ysis
The indurated rises are apparently dune continuations extending bel-ow sea level, and are believed to be the residual
cores of the Utera dunes remaining after marine erosion of unconsolidated sediments. In otder to verify that the rises are
in fact indurated dune cores' it is necessary to establish the
sedimentary characteristics (grain shape, size and' mineralogy)
of these submerged landforms and compare them with the grain
parameters of the retict utera dunes. To this end, samples of
carbonate indurated sediment from several environments, J.ncluding
the submerged landforms, intertidal calcrete and inland calcrete'
were analysed.

A series of thin sections r¡rere prepared f rom these samples '
Material from the indurated rises consisted of quartz sand-size
grains, in many instance with an iron oxide patina, cemented by
micrite. Individ.ual grains htere subround to subangular ' aS were
grains examined in the Utera dunes. Irlore importantly however'
within these sediments there was an absence of larger-sized grains'
the inter-rise depressions and from the Utera seif
swales contained sand-size fragfments, but also consisted of larger
clasts of quartz and feldspar. Comparison with core and auger
samples taken inl-and. indicates that these grains are related to
material found below the calcrete layer. The material found in the
intertidal, Iow-lying areas is therefore, considered to be the lower
section of the calcrete layer supporting the swales on the utera
Plain. Similarly, the riseS are the calcrete cemented cores of
seif Cunes. Field examination of the in+-er*'idal platform at a

Samples from

of locations shows reddish coloured quartz gTraÍns cemented
by micrite, often left as residual pitlars above the platform surf ace (Fig. 2 .791 .
WhiIe these grains are sedimentologically simil-ar to those
forming the seifs of the Utera P}ain and, in part, the dunes have
survived submergence because of their induration, the questíon
remains as to why the residual dune cores should stand higher in
elevation than the swales. In answer, it has been noted that calcrete beneath the dunes stands at a higher elevation than that beneath the swales (Fig . 2.'Ì ) añd this fact alone would explaín why
the dunes are still visible. However, such undulations of the calcrete surface are not merely fortuitous and need to be accounted
number

for.
Rises and depressions have been reported to occur within calcrete duricrusts as a result of compressive stresses set up during

calcrete formation. These features have been termed 'pseudoanticlines'(Price,L926¡JenningsandSweeting,Lg63,196T)and'
in general, tend to produce an irregular surface, although Jennings
and Sweeting (1963) have stated that there is some degree of resularity in the West Kimberley pseudo-anticlines. However, it is
d.ifficult to envisage that pseudo-anticlines could produce the
regularity of undulations in calcrete on such a scale as the Utera
Plains. Further, the alignment of the undulations correlates
strongly with the resultant wind direction and thus with the Utera
dunes, a feature not anticipated in pseudo-anticline formation.
ft is more likely that the calcrete has formed pedogenically
r"¡ithin the dune profile and beneath the swales as a result of the
downward percolation of carbonate-rich v¡ater (Bretz et al., !949¡
Arkley, 1963; GÍ1e et al., L966; Williams and Jennings' 1968) ' On
yorke peninsuta immediar-e1y across Spencer Gulf from the Utera

4i

plain, Dixon'has analysed the calcrete developed in the area and
concluded it had formed pedogenicalty. Most important however, is
the fact that aeolian sands are located beneath the calcrete layer
in the dune profile. Further, within the dunes carbonate has
cemented sand-size grains only, while the calcrete located beneath
the swales contains coarse-grained sediments. The zone of carbonate precipitation occurs at a certain distance beneath the
ground surface, the actual depth depending uPon a number of factors
including climate (Birkeland, L974) . As the dunes stand at a
higher elevation than the swales, the zone of precipitation should
occur higher in the dune profile, above the leve1 of calcreÈe
developed in the swale. However, as the dune sands more readily
allow water percolation than the clay-bearing swale deposits, the
calcrete layer in the dunes does not mirror exactly the land surface. Instead, it is located at some depth in the dune profile,
but is hígher than the calcrete beneath the swales. Towards the
Cleve Hil1s, in areas where dunes are absent, the calcrete Sur1

face is consequently more planate.
Dune continuations thpt proceed below sea level are the
residual cores of the Utera dunes cemented by calcite. The extent of dune penetration into Spencer GuIf is not known with
accuracy but can be estimated on the basis of the available evidence. Beyond the immedj-ate off-shore area, deposition of marine
sed'iments and the growth of sea g:rasses makes it impossible to
distinguish dune cores either on aerial photographs or in the field'
To state with certainty that dune remnants are to be found on the

1. J. C. Dixon 'Morphology and Genesis of Calcrete in South
Australia with Special Reference to the Southern
l"lurray Basin and Yorke Peninsula.'

Unpub. M.A. Thesis, Dept of Geography'

University of Adelaide,

1978
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floor of Spencer GuIf , a close-spaced drill-ing prograrûne, beyond
the financial resources of the present research, is essentiaf.
However, even if resources were available, it would be extremely
difficult to obtain concl-usive evidence for the presence of dur¡es
by such means for a number of reasons.
Untike the submerged dunes examined by Jennings (L975) in
Western Australia where much of the dune has survived, in the
study area it is only the calcite-cemented residuals of the dune
cores, standing only a few centimetres high, that remain. Further,
as the relict Utera dunes often coalesce at Y-junctions or terminate, a similar spatial distribution is to be expected if the
dunes continued below sea leveI. Because of these two factors, it
would be difficult
if not impossible to predict accurately where
dunes may be located and thus recover samples for analysis. If
it woul-d not be possibie to
samples were collected by drillíng,
conclude with any certainty that the samples r,rere in fact ôune
sandsr âs it is almost impossible to differentiate dune from
marine sands on the basis of sed.imentary characteristics (see
below)

In all probability however, the Utera dunes did continue
across the floor.of Spencer Gulf" Immediately over the gulf from
the Utera P1ain, the seif dunes built across Yorke Peninsula share
the same alÍ-gnment as the relict Utera dunes. Further, Jessup
(l-968, a & bL on the basis of evidence from palaeosols, states
that the Yorke Peninsula dunes were'also constructed during a
period of lower Sea l-evel. At present, these dunes are cliffed
at the coast, but are believed by Jessup to have continueC over
the seä ftoor. Jessup suggests that the seif dunes were deposited
upon the calcrete duricrust, in contrast *'ith the Utera caicrete
that developed within the dune profile. Ilowever, in roadsiae
cuttings on Yorke Peninsula, calcrete exarnined withín the ûune,

rises in conformity with the dune crests, similar to calcrete
within the Utera dunes. Dixon'slresearch indicates that calcrete
on yorke Peninsula has developed over a number of periods of time
separated by phases of eros.ion. Thus it is possible that the
and
dunes examined by Jessup were deposited upon a calcrete layer
that subsequent carbonate deposition within the dune has produced
the domed calcrete layer noted in the field. Howsoever it may
be, calcrete, either that beneath the dune or that developed within
the clune, is known to extend across the Sea floor of Spencer Gulf
(Gostin et al., 1981). Further, although the times of dune formation suggested by Jessup (between 85-90,000 and during the midHolocene) are challenged below, they have certainly formed after
the Last Interglacial. The Sea' however, has stood below the present level since the onset of the wurm glaciation and, during
interstadials, was of the order of 20 m below present (Bloom et aI"

LgTAl.AsSpencerGulfapproachesdepthsofonly30matamaximum
would
between the Utera Plain and Yorke Peninsula, the'Utera dunes
have crossed the greater part, if not all, of the gulf'
2.5.3 The SPatial Distribution of Submerqed Dunes
In the first instance, the distribution of residual dune cores
is determined by the areal extent of the Utera dunefield' effectively from Franklin Harbour to Murninnie in the north' within
this sector however, not every relict dune that has been truncated
at the coast by marine erosion continues aS an indurated core below sea level, a feature requiring explanation. To this end, a
number of possible causes need to be examined'
The degree of wave attack on different sections of the coast
for, presumably, where the dunes have
must be considered initially
amount
been subject to the most pronounced attack, the least, Lf âny,
1. J. C. Díxon oP cit.
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of residual dune cores should be located. The coast adjoining
the Utera Plain displays two major alignments; from Franklj'n
Harbour to Shoalwater Point the trend is from N 256o to N 75o
and between Shoalwater Point and Murninnie, immedj-ately north
of Plank Point, the alignment is N 2O5o to N 25o. The longest
fetch would approach Franklin Harbour from approximately N 2OOo,
the mouth of Spencer Gu1f. Thus, the coast from Franklin Harbour
to Shoalwater point lies at an angle of around 560 to the maximum
wave attack, but north of the laÈter location the alignment of the
coast almost parallels the difection of wave approach. In relation to wave attack from an easterly direction, fetch is of the
order of 50 km for all sectors of the coast, and thus is not considered to be of significance in this instance.
As a consequence of stronger wave attack on the section of

coast south of Shoalwater Point, it is anticipated that relict
dunes and dune cores would be less well-preserved. This iS confirmed both in the field and by examination of aerial photographs.
In contrast, norÈh of Shoalwater Point, there are more dune cores
extending into Spencer Gu]f, This is the case, however, for
approximately half of the distance to Plank Point; the northern
section of the.Utera d.unefield apparently has few indurated dune
cores below Sea level, yet the coast shares the Same alignment'
It is possible that in this northern sectorr rêsidual dune cores
are simply veneered to a greater extent by fine sediments, described more fully below, and thus, =o*" are not visible rather
than non-existent. The propensity of the broad'intertidal

area

to retain such fine sediments is itself a result of the coast
being aligned aimost paratlel- to dominant I^¡ave attack.
Although the association of wave attack with coastal alignment explains the broad distribution of submerged dunes, it does
not account for the Ìocation of such landforms within the major
zone of preserva:-i¡n. Here, it ís more the elevation of the dune
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and, in particular, the elevation of the calcrete duricrust
relative to the position of the sea at the time of the Holocene
maximum, that explains the location of submerged dunes'
During the post-glaciaI rise of sea level, unconsolidated
dune sediments b7ere stripped from the dunes and the indurated
sediments eroded to varying degrees. similarly, calcrete beneath the swales would have been eroded in part. However, the
presence of calcrete on the floor of. spencer Gulf indicates that
erosion could not have been complete. As sea level has stood at

or about its present position'for approximately 6000 years, it
is within the zone of contemporary sea l-evel that the greaÈest
amount of erosion would have occurred. where the land surface
(and the cafcrete duricrust) stands above present sea level' \^/ave
attack has eroded unconsolidated sediments from beneath the duricrust, leading to the collapse of the calcrete layer' Consequently'
the coast, calcrete apwithin the profile of dunes'cliffed'at
pears as a massive hardpan one to two metres above the interchenier
swales(ri9.2.20).Theerod'edcalcretehasbeenreworkedatsome
rThe Knob"
locations to form shingle ¡idges, ês for example, ât
south of Franklin Harbour. Thus, where the indurating calcrete
layer stood higher topographically, relict dunes have not survived
submergence. Conversely, where the relict dunes and calcrete occupy
topographic lows, the indurated dune cores are buried beneath
marine deposits in both the intertid.al and offshore zones'
The spatíal distribution of submerged dunes is therefore' due
to the alignment of the coast in relation to wave attack' and the

elevation of the calcrete duricrust relative to present sea level

'

+1

Fig. 2.2O Calcrete exposed in coastal cliffd-une on upper surface (a).

Note seif
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CHAPTER THREE

COASTAL DEVELOPMENT

lntroduction
Following the submergence of the indurated Utera dunes the
coastal zone between Franklin Harbour and Whyalla has prograded
by means of beach ridges, cheniers, mudflats and mangrove
colonies. The analysis of these landforms in relation to the
Utera dunefield provides a meãns of dating the dunes, and of
establishing whether the Utera Plain was partially submerged
by faulting. A detailed discussion of these coastal features
is, therefore, necessary to this investigation'
Within the coastal zone, three rnain grouPs of landforms
can be distinguished. First, the Utera dune swales that have
been inundated by Spencer Gulf to produce a series of embalrments
that currently Iie above high water level (Figs.' 3.1, 1.3, !-4,
1.5). Such embayments may extend up to 2 km inland from the present high water mark, but are confined to the area between
Franklin Harbour and l'lurninnie (the area of the Utera dunefield')
Second, the eastern ends of the dunes have been truncated by
marine erosion, and the dune sands incorporated with marine sediment that have subsequently been deposited as beach ridges. Third,
Iargely marine sediments have, bY a variety of processes, Pfo3.

L

graded the shoreline towards the ..åa.

The landforms associated

with this progradation include cheniers, beach rídges, mudflats'
and mangroves. Each of these groups of landforms will be discussed in detail.
3.2

Inundated Utera

3.2.L

Distribution
The spatial distribution of the swale embalments (A?pendix 1)

Dune Swale s

tJ

ç)

extends from Franklin Harbour in the south, to Murninnie in

t-

north. The end of the Utera dunefield results in a change in
coastal configuration, for the undulating topography associated
with the area of the dunes is replaced by a flat plain sloping
seawards at a low ang1e. Conseguently, the interfingering of
marine sediments on the swale floors with terrestrial deposits
(in particular, the Utera dunes), gives way to a former shoreline
where terrestrial and marine deposits are intermixed and deposited
as a beach ridge aligned parallel to the current coast. Further,
the cessation of a supply of riune sands means that beach ridges
constructed from these sediments are absent.
The distance over which the dune swales were embayed varies
in direct response to topographical variations. Corridors between the dunes that were situated at a low elevation relati-ve to
present mean sea level, with Iow-angle swale grad.ients, experienced
the greatest amount of marine penetration. On the other hand,
areas of higher elevatj-on formed 'headlands', although the relief
amplitude of these features is in the order of only a few metres.
Thus, ât locations such as. Shoalwater Point, the Utera dunefield
is separated from the intertidal ptatform by a single line of foredune, there being no marine deposits within the swales. On the
other hand, âÈ Lucky Bay and Mitchellville' for example, the dune
swales are veneered by marine sediments for up to 2 km from the
present high water mark.
The degree of marine incursiorr'i" also dependent upon the

relative height of sea level, and in particular the height attained
during the mid-Holocene, for the swale deposits are Holocene in
age (Table 41. However, the question of Holocene sea levels is
surrounded by considerable controversy which, to date, has not been
satisfactorily resolved (Fairbridge, 1961; Jelgersma, 1961;
Thom et al., 1969; Thom, et aI., 1972; GiIl and Hopley, L972¡

Hop1ey, I972, I974, I97B¡ Thom and Chappe1l, I975, 7978 i Sr¡art,

7976, 1977¡ l"lcI,ean, et a1., 1978; Belperio, I979',.
The evidence from northern Spencer Gulf (Gostin et aI. '
1981; Burne, 19821 and from the area covered in the course of

this investj-gation, indj-cates that sea Ievel stood between one
and two metres higher than at present during the mid-Holocene.
Marine sediments deposited on dune swales in the vicinity of
Lucky Bay and Mitchellville, rest at elevations of up to 1.8 m
above mean Sea IeveI, relative to local bench marks. Further'
shingle ridges located south Of Franklin Harbour at 'The Knobr,
and others, north of lrlhyalla, that were examined during this
study, have crests as much as 4 m above high water level. The
latter were considered by Hails and Gostin (1978) to be Pleistocene in ãgê, but have now been shown to be Holocene features,
on the basis of shells dated radiometrically (Van Deur and Po1ach'
in prep.; Table 4). Gostin (Gostin et aI., 1-981) concluded that

the shingle ridges indicated a maximum Holocene sea l-eve1 some
one metre higher than the present levet and, further, that Quaternary sea leve1 stood no higher than 3 m above conternporary mean
sea leve1. Burne (1982) however, suggests that the beach ridges
deposited in the. northeastern Spencer GuIf region indicate a
Holocene sea level as much as 3 m above present, although tectonism
mây, in part, be a contributing factor.
Although it can be argued that higher energy cond.itions are
responsible for the deposition of túe shingle ridges, a number of
factors count against the assertion that the marine sediments in
the swales were deposited under similar conditions. ShelIs deposited within the embayments consist of creePe rs (BatiIlariella
estuarina), whelks and minor quantities of the estuarine cockles
These shelIs,
l"lacmona deltoidalis and Notospisula trigonella.
in particular creepers, are, in general, located in low energy
enr.ironments such as lagoons, swamps and estuaries. More
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irnportantly, the stratiEraphic relationship between swale deposits
and seif dunes indicates a low energy environment. The ends of
the Utera dunes have been truncated by marine erosion, such
'cliffed' ends being sited at varying distances from the present
shoreline. However, marine deposits are located up to 500 m
farther inland from these dune ends, and interfinger into the dune
swales. If marine sediments were deposited by medium to high
energy conditions, the friable dune sands would have been eroded,
and as such their presence implies a low energy environment'
If the environmental conäition in the swales was one of low

energy, then the argument that marine sediments were deposited up
to 2 m above present mean sea level by higher energy conditions,
cannot be maintained. Holocene Sea level must, therefore, have
stood at least 2 m above present. However, while this conclusion

is valid for northeastern Eyre Peninsula, it is not suggested
that similar conditj-ons aPPlied throughout South 'Australia, since
the factors that determine the nature of the response of any area
to the rise of sea level during the Holocene are such that ít is
relevant to describe and explain this response for given areas only'
Characteristics of Swale Deposits
The stratigraphic and sedimentary characteristics of swale
deposits were examined at a number of locations between Franklin
Harbour and Nurninni-e, while the sed.imentary parameters of these
sediments were calculated from cores taken in the vicinity of
3.2.2

Sedime ntaiv

Located 5 km north of Shoalwater Point, the
Mitchellville.
l{itchellville area consists of a large embayment where Holocene
marine sediments have been deposited for up to 2 km from the present H,W.L. core samples were taken from areas F, G and H

T, map 6).
Area F consisted of a swale between two seif dunes that

(Appendi.x

were

J'I

Fig. 3.1

Dune swal-e embayment

(area

F)

I Mitchellville'

Fig. ) .3 chenier development (area E) , Mitchel-Ivil-Ie '
Chenier (a), intertidal platform (b) t Spencer
Gutf (c).

connected by a transverse ridge, thereby enclosing the embayment'
core î/I (Table 3), taken from the centre of the swale, penetrated

white and brown-yellow mottled sands, silts and shell matter before striking the massive hardpan calcrete layer at 30 cm. A
sample from a depth of 20 cm v¡as analysed. The sample had a mean
grain size of 6.67 Ø, was extremely poorly sorted, near symmetrical
Over 5Ot of the sample consisted of sediment
and very platykurtic.
finer that 4 ø with some 462 being clay-size particles ' Material
coarser than 4 ø comprised mainly she1l fragments, although the
percentage of quartz grains increased in the finer sand fractj-on'
A number of cores $rere taken from the swale, both parallel
to the seif dunes and across the swale, in order to confirm the
stratigraPhy and sedimentary characteristics of the sarnples analysed'
The generalised profile (Fig. 3.21 of sediments covering the swale
floor consists of a surface layer of fine sands, silts and clays
to an average depth of 20 cm. Contained within the Iower section
of this surface layer are whole shells and shelf fragments' The
types of shells found, âs described above, indicate an estuarine
ott more probabty, lagoonal-type environment, a supposítion supported by the fine sands and silts found withÍn the swales' Immediately beneath the layer of finer rnaterial, a zone of marine
sands and shells rests upon the ubiquitous calcrete layer found
in the area. Agaín, shells intermixed with t'hese marine sands
consist of creepers, whelks and minor quantities of bivalves'
In appearance, the sands are white in the upper sections, but
grade to a zone of white and brown-yellow mottled sands. At a
of locations, such as Lucky Bay, the calcrete beneath the
s-wale embayments has become disaggregated and, in part, has been
removed by marine erosion. Here marine sediments rest upon the
poorly sorted, red-brown alluvial deposits underlying the utera
Plain. Core E/2, taken through a Iow ridge developed transversely
to the swale, penetrated the same type of sediments as described
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TABLE

3

ERS AND SWALES

SEDIMENTARY PARAMETERS OF BEACH RIDGES
MEAN

SAMPLE

KURTOSIS

SKEW

SORTING

Ridge
Cowled I s

Landing

15
50

2.07ø
0.77ø

15
30
70
10

.Lø
-2 .13ø
1 .48ø
0 .e5ø

Ridge
B/

T/I
r/2
r/3

B/2/T

Swales
8717T3/2

3/3

-Br-ÊÉ

1

15
70

1

L.20 poor

20
100

Swale
e7z7a
2/2

50
90

3

40
50
80

6.5ø

4.5 extremel vp oor
4.93 extremel vp oor

.4ø
4.0ø

3.fø very poor
3.6ø very poor

l- 10

L.68ø
0.78ø
0.020ø
3 .66ø

150
240
300

I.L1ø

5.22ø
6.L3ø

r.2eø poor
r.50ø poor
L.47ø poor
L.66ø poor
r.25ø poor
3.89ø very poor
4.93ø extremely poor

10
50
80

2.22ø
5.17ø
2.23ø

Ridge

L/7

SwaIe

rrrTT
2/r
2/3

1.31Ø poor
1.38 poor

0.88ø

7/3

r/2
r/3
r/4
r/s
r/6

2.46ø very poor

4.62 ertremely po or
4.03 extremely po or
4.57 extremely poo r

5

D/I/I

2..00Ø poor

.86ø
4.53ø
7 .33ø
7

C/L/7

r/2

L.73ø poor
0.98ø moderate

" 4.5ø

1. 83Ø poor

3.24 very
3.03 very

poo r
Poo r

0.36 strongly fine
-0.08 near symmetric

1.51 very leptokurtic

0..97 mesokurtic

0.2I f ine
1.0 strongly fine
0.2 f ine
0.006 near symmetric

0.68 platykurtic
-0.72 very platykurtic
0.90 mesokurtic
0.BB very platYkurtic

trongly coarse
S trongly fine

0.66 very platykurtic
1.06 mesokurtic
0.76 platykurtic

-0.35
0

.36

-0.20

S

c oarse

0

.33 strongly fine
-0 .08 near symmetric

0.92 mesokurti-c
0.80 platykurtic
0.69 platykurtic

0.36 strongly fine
0.20 f ine

0.98 mesokurtic
1.03 mesokurtic

0

.05 near symmetric

-.046 strong coarse

fine
strongly
strongly
-0.28 coarse
0.78 strongly
o.37 strongly
0.19
0.39
0.75

fine
fine
fine
fine

0.08 near symmetric
0.44 strongly fine
0.28 f ine

0.91 mesokurtic
0.68 platykurtic
1.61 very leptokurtic
0.

B7

platykurtic

1.11 leptokurtic
0.75 platykurtic
0.64 very platykurtic

I.29 leptokurtic
1.36 leptokurtic
2.28 very leptokurtic

SAMPLE

Ridqe

E/L/T

20

r/2
r/3
r/4

I20
150
250

SORTING

L.77ø
1.30ø
2.7Aø
4.70ø

0.73ø moderate
1.60Ø poor
1.91Ø poor
4.16ø extremely Poor

-0.13 coarse
-0 .46 strongly coarse
0.13 fine
0.62 strongly fine

1.58 very leptokurtic
0.85 platykurtic
1.08 mesokurtic
0.83 platykurtic

very poor

3.23 extremely platy-

2.02 very leptokurtic
0.70 platykurtic
1.53 very leptokurtic

SwaIe

E7T7i

E/3/1

Ridge

î/2/r

2,.37Ø

4.3sø

.8ø

4.6ø extremely poor
3.44Q very poor

-0.08 near symmetric
-0.36 strong coarse
0.46 strong fine

3.86ø vsry poor
4.79ø extremely poor
t.25ø poor

0.54 strong fine
0.11 fine
-0.41 strongT çoarse

7

10
30

3/2

.4ø

2

2A

KURTOSIS

SKEW

MEAN

kurtic

0.55 very platykurtic
4.7 extremely lepto-

kurtic

F/3/L

60
30

3.65ø
6.L2ø
L.6ø

SwaIe
prm

20

6.67ø

4.60ø extremely Poor

0.03 near symmetric

0.65 very platykurtic

20
50
25

4.26ø
4.8ø
3.98ø

3.51Ø very poor
4.68Ø extremely poor
4.00 very poor

0.51 strong fi
0.41 strong fi
0.55 strong fi

0.74 platykurtic
0.84 platykurtic
1.15 J-eptokurtic

10
110
140
15
30
140

L.69ø
4.0ø
3.5ø
.42ø
4.10ø
4 .40ø

0.'t6ø moderate
2.e8ø very poor
2.24ø very poor
3.2Iø very poor
3.38 very poor
3.29 very poor

2.03ø

0.53ø well sorted

5

2/2

Interdune
G I

r/2

H/I

t

Emba

Ridge

r/I/L

r/2

7/3

I/2/T

2/2
2/3

6

ne
ne
ne

-0.05 I near symmetric

strong
0.54 strong
-.063 strong
0 .54 strong
6 .52 strong
0

.66

fine
fine

coarse

fine
fine

very leptokurtic
very leptokurtic
0 .62 platykurtic
0 .52 very platykurtic
0.62 platykurtic
0.61 platykurtic
1_.7s

1.60

niS_lS_e_

Luck¡ BaY
1

0.05 near symmetric

I.02 mesokurtic
L|
gj
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above. sample F/2/2, Iocated at a depth of 60 clTtr had a mean
grain size of 6.L2 Ø, was extremely, poorly sorted, fine skewed
and platykurtic, similar to core E/I. The ridges overlying these
mudflat deposits are therefore, cheniers, and will be discussed
in detail below.
Area F is situated approximately 0.5 km from H.w.L. at its
seaward end, with marine deposits continuing inland for another
4'500 m. In order to establish the extent of marine penetration,
sediments were analysed from areas G and H that appear, ol aerial
photographs, to be at the margins of the swale embayments
(Appendix I. map 6).

core G was taken at a distance of 1.5 km from H.w.L. and
reached a depth of 90 cm before the calcrete layer was intersected'
Samples from 25 and 50 cm vfere analysed (Table 3) . Both samples

are strongly fine skewed, platykurtic and very poorly sorted.
l"linor quantities of whole and broken shelI were present only in
the upper 10 cm of the core. Individual grains of sediment consisted of either round to subround quartz or feldspar, with only
minor quantities of darker. minerals. some quartz graj-ns were
distinctly white in appearance, but the majority displayed a reddish colour. Suçh colouration results from either an iron-'rich
patina over the grainr or the adhesion of blebs or iron-rich clay
to the grain. These sediments are essentially terrestrial in
origin and have undergone only minor reworking and intermixing
with marine deposits in a low-energy environment.
Core H, taken I km from the present coastline, consisted of
70 cm of marine sediments over calcrete. A single sample from
25 cm was analysed. Sand accounted for 722 of the sample, silt
10t and clay 188, the entire sample being strongly fine skewed,
very poorly sorted and leptokurtic. The profile consísted of reddish, subround to subangular grains of quartz and feldspar intermixed wi+-h marine shells. The most noticeable difference compared

L.,¡

with Core G is the higher proportion of sand and the lesser amount
of fines. This variation is explicable in terms of the slightlY
higher energy available closer to the coast that has selectivelY
sorted and transported the finer material.
3.3 Marine Landforms Constructed From Rewor ked Dune Sediments
At a number of locations, ridges are developed normal to the
seif dune across a swale embayment, thereby linking two dunes and
enclosing the swa1e. The resulting landform can be classified as
a barrier (ShePard, 1960¡ Hoy't, L967, 1968; Hails and Hoyt, 1968¡
Bird., lg73l . The sedimentary parameters of these features were
established by analysing samples collected in Area I I north of
the Mitche1tville embayment (Appendix 1, map 6l , and' from a ridge
at Lucky Bay. Core I had samples analysed from depths of 10, 110
I/2, L/31. Vüith increasing depth,
sediments progress from moderately well sorted to very poorly and,
finally, extremely poorly sorted. Skew changes from near symmetrical to strongly fine wiÈh depth. In explanation, as the core
was logged on the ridge fl-ank, approximately 1m above the adjacent swale, the lower samples were taken below the swale surface
which, âS described above, contain relatively higher percentages
and 140 cm (Table 3, I/L/!,

of silt and clay.
AIl samples contaj.ned shell and shell fragrnents, the latter
constituting an increasing percentage of the sand-size fraction
as d,istance from the seif increased. However, the percentage of
quartz grains increased in the finer sand-size fraction Q-4 ø),
with grain shape ranging from subround to subangular.
The sediment sample from a ridge at Lucky Bay had a mean of
2.03 Ø, was well sorted, near symmetrical and mesokurtic. In the
main, the ridge was constructed of quartz sand, with some whole
shell and shell fragments.
Barrier riciges constructed at the seaward margin of cliffeC

uì
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seif dunes, consist of varying mixtures of dune sand and marine
sediment introduced from the south by longshore movement' However'
it is not possible to differentiate dune from marine sands on the
basis of sedimentary parameters, but the sands can be distinguished
by colour variation. Dune sediments are reddish while marine sands
tend to be white in appearance. The red coloration resulting from
the presence of dune sands is most intense immediately adjacent to
the seif dune, but grades through a red-white combination to predominantly white sand. In part, this variation may also be due to
removal of the iron patina on'individual grains, but the presence
of marine sheIls in the lower sections of the ridge confirms the
marine origín of much of the sand. Atthough the barrier ridges
are of interest, they form only a small section of the landforms
produced during coastal progradation. As such, their formation
wilI be discussed in conjunction with chenier and beach ridge
development.

Characteristics and Distribution of Ho locene Coastal Landforms
Although the study arPa corresponds with the Utera dunefield'
when consídering the characteristics of coastal progradation of
northeastern Eyre Peninsula, it is pertinent to examine the areas
to the immediate south and north. In so doing, variations in both
3. 4

the tlpe of sediment and of landforms can be noted. The main
supply of maríne sediments in northern Spencer Gulf has been carried
from southern Spencer GuIf, with little addition of terrestrial
sediment derived from northeastern Eyre Peninsula ' Low cliffs situated between Point Gibbon and Port Gibbon, south of Franklin Harbour,
a distance of 4 km, consist of fluvial and colluvial sediments that,
upon erosíon, are added to the coastal sediment compartment' However, few streams attain the coast, and those that do are, at best'
intermittent. Consequently, cliff erosion is the only major source
of terre s+-ria1 sediments

-

of Franklin Harbour are constructed Iargely
of quartz sands, and display a number of rhythmic features (Komar,
tg76l , including cusps and berms. At Point Gj.bbonr âl extensive
transgressive dune complex has formed from sediments carried from
the south. In contrast, the beach to the north of Franklin Harbour consists of either broad intertidal platforms developed on
calcrete, saline mudflats and cheniers, beach ridges, or mangrove
Beaches south

colonies.

is developed in response to south to southeasterly winds. The alignment of a number of landforms indicates
the direction of movement, these landforms including foredunes between Port Gibbon and 'The Knob" shingle ridges at 'The Knob' and
the orientation of the barrier-spit that almost entirely encloses
Franklin Harbour (Appendix I, maps 1-13) ' These features all
Longshore drift

share an alignment of N 45o, having formed approximately normal
to the south to southeasterly wave regime (Hails and Gostin, L978) .
extends from 'The Knob' over a distance of L2.5
to its distal end at Germain Point, and is capped by foredunes
stabilized by vegetation. A number of recurves have developed

The barrier-spit

km

.

along the length of the barrier that bear an east-west orientation'
reflecting secondary wave attack (Lewis, L932¡ King and McCuIIagh'
1971).

The channel into Franklin Harbour Iies between Germain Point
and Point Victoria, passing to the south of Entrance Harbour' alrFalse Entrance' also
though a second, shallower channel úrro*t ."

allows tidal movement into the harbour proper. The main transport
of littoral sediments occurs to the south of Entrance Island, r€sulting in the deposition of a number of ebb and flood tidal landforms (Boothroyd, 1978). Sediment within Franklin Harbour is
Iargety deposited in the lee of the barrier-spit, where the sand
bank has been colonized by mangroves (Avicennia) . In the main,
sedirnents found in the barrier-spit, the beaches and foreduneS to
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the south of Franklin Harbour, and the colonized sand bank' are
quartz sands. The sediments are carried north to form beach ridges
and cheniers, but are increasingly intermixed with shell and shellsands. Howsoever it may be, an adequate supply of sediment is
still available in the nearshore and offshore zones for further
coastal progradation to occur in the northern sectors of the gulf '
This sand is plainly visible on aerial photographs, and, ât a number of locations both north and south of Franklin Harbour, forms
sand waves that are attached to the beach at one end.
North of Franklin Harbour, the pattern of coastal progradation
becomes increasingly complex in response to variations in the amount
and type of sediment available, and local nearshore sediment
dynamics. In the main, progradation is by mudflat sedimentation
and ridge construction but, in detail, the nature of these ridges,
and the formative processes involved in their construction, varies
spatially.
the landsurface was at a slightly higher elevation, and
consequently was not inundated by rising Holocene Seas, a beachridge/foredune complex has. been constructed. It is believed that
(Davies, L957,
these beach ridges are developed by cut and fill
1958), rather th¿n by swash as stated by Stapor (1975) ' However,
these ridges have had their crests raised j-n elevation by the accretion of wind-blown sand (Thom, !9641 . They result, therefore,
Where

from a combination of ma.rine and aeolian activity

Although the deposits located åt points of higher elevation
tend to be beachrið,qe/foredune complexes, in low lying areas that
were inundated, the ridges are cheniers (Russell and Howe, 1935;

Fisk, 1948; Price, l-955; Byrne et aI., 1959; Gould and McFarlane,
1959; Hoyt, !969¡ Otvos and Price, Ig79; Rhodes et al., 1980)'
The sedimentary characteristics of ridge and swale deposits
b¡ere determined from samples collected by auger at a number of
Iocations between Franklin Harbour and $lhyaIla. Although coastal

r-

progradation has occurred over the entire area, two maín sections
can be distínguished; the first where the utera dunefield is truncated at the coast and has added dune sediments to the coastal
sediment compartment, and the second, north of Murninnie, where
dunes are absent. Samples from the first section were collected

from areas E and I (Appendix I, map 6) and analysed'
Area E is in the present intertidal zone (Fig. 3'3)' is up
to 0.5 km wide, and of low gradient. core E/2 was taken on the

flat and, in the main, consisted of yeIlow-broþ¡n
coloured fine sands and shellÈ overlying calcrete at a depth of
40 cm. Test pits dug along a transect normal to the strandline
revealed the same stratigraphy as in the core. A single sample
from a depth of 20 cm r.iTas analysed (Table 3)'
Core E/! (Table 3, sample s E/L-/I, L/2, l/3, L/4) was logged
on a rídge nearest low water mark and attained a depth of 250 cm
without striking a calcrete layer. However, carbonate nodules
were encountered, suggesting that calcrete has become disaggregated. The coarser material higher in the ridge profile consists
Iargely of shell fragments. that, with depth, is replaced by fine
quartz sands. These sands are subround to subangular in appearintertidal

ance. sample E/L/3 taken at a depth of 150 cm consisted of
yellow-broh¡n coloured sands similar to sediments examined in core
El2 and in test pits. Further, except for kurtosis, the sedimentary parameters of both samples are similar. As the ridge
stood some 1.00 m above the "ltt.oor,åi.rg intertidal flat, sample
E/L/3 was taken at a depth of 50 cm relative to the surface of
the intertidal flat. Thus, it would appear that the ridges constructed from coarser shell sediments were deposited over the
finer marine sediments underlying the intertidal zof\e' The
ridges, therefore, are cheniers'
In area I, nine ridges (rig. 3.4, 3.5) have been constructed,
inclucing a ridge connecting the truncated ends of two seif dunes'

.l

OJ

sandt
Fig. 3.4 Clerrier constructed of she1l and quartz
area I, Mitchellvifle'

F'|g.l.5Progradingchenì-erplain,areal,Mitchel]vi]-1e.

tli 6

Eleven cores were taken through these ridges and the intervening
swales. The stratigraphic profiles for ridges and swales are

in Fig. 3.6, with the sedimentary parameters taken from the
landward ridge and s!,¡ale presented in Tab1e 3'
These ridges can be classified as cheniers as they are underIain by mudflat sediments that are continuous with the swales;
the ridges having overridden the mudflat deposits either under
normal energy conditions, or during periods of increased energy
(Hoyt, Lg6gl. However, wh1le general theories of chenier development assume wave attack normal to the alignment of the ridges' the
role of longshore transport tends to be ignored. Nossin (1965)
mentioned the influence of such movement in describing the ridges
of Malaya, and the importance of this Process is clearly demonstrated in the cheniers (and to an extent' the beach ridges) of
northeastern Eyre peninsula. Viewed in plan, Èhe majority ' but
not aI1 cheniers display prominent recurve development' In
shoh¡n

therefore, these ridges should be described as chenier-spits. Þlany of these chenier-spits are seen to
extend across an embayment from a single beachridge/foredune' indicating that the proce"= o, beach ridge and chenier deposition

terms of classification

may have occurred concurrentlY.

In addition to beach ridges and cheniers being deposi-ted
contemporaneously at different locations along the coast, over
time, beach ridge development at one point has been replaced by
mudflat sedimentatlon and chenier erhplacement.
with the end of the utera dunefield, the gentle undulations
of topography that, when inundated during the mid-Holocene produced the embayments described above, give way to a broadly horizontal conjunction of terrestrial and marine deposits ' At this
junction of terrestrial and littoral deposits, a single beach
ridge has been constructed. This ridge can be traced' from
l1urninnie to irnmediately south of whyalla, although it has been
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breached at a number of locations. Samples from cores taken from
this ridge in areas D, c and B (Appendix T' maps 10-13) were ana-

lysed in order to establish the characteristics of Èhe sediments
building the ridge. Results of this analysis are presented in
Table 3, samples D/I, C/I, and B/1 and B/2'
In aII instances, the ridge is constructed of shell fragments
with varying amounts of quartz sand that, in part, explains the
variation in sedimentary parameters noted between sites' All
samples however, htere poorly sorted, generally fine skewed and
showed a fining of sedj-ment= ïiaf, depth. As observed in samples
from areas E to H, guartz grains are dominant in the finer sandsize fraction and are subround to subangular in shape. Further,
many of these grains carry an iron oxide patina that is shared
by quartz grains examined in cores taken inland from the ridge'
In concert with similar sedimentary characteristics (Table 3,
samples C/2/1 and C/2/2), this indicates that the ridge is constructed of terrestrial sediments reworked by marine processes'
intermixed with marine sediments, in particular, shell matter'
At a depth of 300 cm i.n core D/L, there is an organicallyrich layer of fine sediments, the organic matter consisting
Iargely of sea:giass fibre. This grey-black layer also contains
shel-Is, either whole or fragrmented, and is in turn overlain by
yellow-brohtn and white, mottled sand and she1l. This stratigraphy
is repeated in cores drilled seaward of the ridge in area D
Burne og82) has described a similar sequence from eastern
Spencer Gulf and suggests that the sea-grass sediments are subtidal deposits that indicate a former minimum tide level' Upon
the basis of this and other evidence, including cheniers constructed of shell matter, he has proposed a history of Holocene
sea level transgression and regression for northeastern Spencer
GuIf. At this juncture however, the data from northwestern Spencer

b9

detailed to allow correlation with Burners
stratigraphy. In particular, the exact spatial distribution and
elevaÈion of subtidal organic deposits needs to be established.
Seaward of the ridge described above, mudflats have prograded
the coast over distances of between 0.5 and 1 km. The results of
sedimentological analysis of these mudflats are presented in
Table 3 lB/2, D/2). The stratigraphy of mudflat sediments is the
same as recorded from beneath the landward ridge and also continue
below shell ridges located seaward of the above ridge. The ridges

GuLf is noi: sufficiently

therefore, are classified as ðheníers.
Developed upon the mudflats between Murninnie and Whyalla,
there are a number of such cheniers, the actual number varying
between locatj-ons. Further, recurve development indicates a
northerly movement of sediment by longshore drift; the landforms
therefore, are considered to be chenier-spits. However, there
are also a number of cheniers that display no recurve development.
These cheniers are believed to have formed by swash activity normal to the strandline, possibly during phases of higher energy
such as storms (Hoyt, 1969¡ Stapor, L9751. Many of these cheniers
are located in the mangrove colonies that become more pronounced
The question arises as to whether the
north of Mitchellville.
cheniers migrated landward through mangrove colonies, or if the
,r

the mudftats and cheniers. The landward
conditions has been
migration of cheniers during higher
€energy
described by Jenni-ngs and Coventry lI973l , but in such instances
the destruction of mangrove has occurred. No such destruction is
discerníble in the area under consideration. It is more probable
that the cheniers formed on the seaward edge of the mangrove colony
(upon the prograged mud.flats), with mangrove colonisation occurring
subsequently to seaward. At present, there are new stands of man-

mangroves colonised

grove at numerous locations along the coast with only mudflats
developed to seaward, 3upPorting thÍs scheme of progradation'
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it maY be, detailed research beYond the province of
this investigation is necessary to resolve the question satisfactorily.

Howsoever

3.5 Conclusion
The characteristics of coastal landforms associated with
Holocene progradation vary spatially in terms of the types of
Iandforms found, and the sediments of which these features are
constructed. In the southern section of the study area' quartz
sands predominate. 1n conjunètion with a steeper offshore
gradient and longer fetch, rhythmic beach forms and foredunes are
the norm. Where the Utera dunefield abuts the coast, beach ridges
and foredunes are located in areas of slightly higher elevation'
with chenier-spits, constructed over mudflat sediments, deposited
in low-Iying embayments. In the south, these features are largely
constructed of quartz sand and minor shell (whole and fragmented) '
but with increasing distance to the north, the proportion of shell
increases. Further, the percentage of fines within both the

ridges and the swales increases to the north'
ce bv Faulting
3.6 Eviden ce Aqainst Dune Subme
It is probable that the utera dunes did at one time cross
the floor of Spencer Gulf, and were continuous with the relict
dunes of Yorke Peninsula. However, it may be suggested Èhat the
Utera dunes were deposited at a ai*å when the sea stood at or
near its present level and that faulting caused only the sub-

of the eastern margins of the duneg. Certainly the
area is bounded on both sides of the gulf by faults where minor
seismic activity continues to the present (Sutton and Vlhite, 1968)'
A number of factors however, argue against dune submergence
by faulting in the recent past. First, streams dissecting the
tdirt scarps' (lt4i}es, ':cJ52) are short, steep-graded and inter'

mergence

1I

mittent (fj-g. 2.2'), and while it is difficult to ascertain the
exact age of these streams, there is no evidence of recurrent
uplift or Iowering of baselevel, such as val1ey-in-valley forms '
Second, and more importantly, it can be demonstrated that no
movement has occurred along the faults during the Holocene '
Holocene beach ridges and cheniers along western Spencer
GuIf examined in this investigation, are essentially level over
considerable distances, indicating that warping has not occurred.
It may be that the entire eastern seaboard of Eyre Peninsula between Franklin Harbour and Whyä1Ia has subsided uniformly, but this
would entail simultaneous, tectonic distocation of the same magni-

tude along a number of faults. Further, the elevation of beach
ridges and cheniers above present sea level along eastern Eyre
Peninsula, is the same as reported from the coast of eastern
Spencer GuIf (Burne, Lg82l . these ridges have developed on both
sides of the gulf in response to Holocene sea levels up to two
metres above present level. Sirnilarly, Holocene shingle ridges
north of Whyalla were deposited by an higher stand of the sea,
and are not disturbed by tectonism (Hails and Gostin, L978¡

Gostin et al., 1981). Further, Gostin (Gostin et aI., 1981)
states that a sedímentary feather edge of calcareous clays defines,
j.n part, the maximum extent of Pleistocene submergence' and, because of its uniform elevation, indicates that tilting

of the

coast has not occurred since the late Pleistocene.
The evidence suggests that tectonism has not occurred during

the Holocene. Þlore importantly, if tectonic subsidence did submerge the Utera dunes during this time, then the beach ridges
and cheniers must have been deposited relative to an Holocene
sea 1eve} even greater than *2 m, which, when compared with Holocene sea level data from other areas, seems highly improbable'
sea level has not stood at or about its present position
(prior to the Holocene) since the Ias+- Interglacial, approximately

72

years ago. The data suggest that at that time' sea
level was up to 3 m above mean sea level (Gostin et aI ., 1981) .
If the elevation of the Utera Plain has not altered since the
last Interglacial, thenr êDY dunes that \^tere developed upon the
plain would have been eroded farther to the west than the current
1.20,000

limits of Holocene marine intrusion, but this is not So' However,
if the plain stood at a higher elevation, and' has subsequently
subsided, then marine erosion of the dunes would have occurred
farther east, in what is now Spencer Gulf, and any evidence would
have been removed by rising Hölocene sea level. Howsoever it may
be, iÈ is obviously essential to determine the absolute age of the
relict dunes.

CHAPTEF FOT]R

THE AGE OF THE RELICT UTERA DUNES

4.L Introduction
Althoughitisgenerallyacceptedthatduringglacial
periods some parts of the world experienced marked aridíty,
rather than pluvial conditions as htas previously assumed, it
remains to determine accurately when aridity occurred over
eastern Eyre Peninsula. The now stabilízed' Utera dunes attest
to a period of increased aridity, but when were they deposited?
Jessup (1968, a & b) believed that the longitudinal dunes
of Yorke Peninsula and northeastern Eyre Peninsula were deposited during two arid periods, the Last Interglacial and the
mid-Holocene. There may have been two cycles of dune formation
on Yorke Peninsula, the main area of Jessup's research, but the
available evidence ind,icate only one phase of dune development
on northeastern Eyre Peninsula, although Vlilliams (1973) has
on
shown that some seif dunes were formed during the Holocene
the Lake Torrens Plains, 2oo km north of the utera dunefieid'
Also, it appears that many. areas were more humid than at present
during the mid-Holocene (Jennings, Lg75; Bowler et al., L9761,
while Dodson (1g74) has stated that there was not sufficient
hydrological stress in southeastern south Australia and western
victoria to induce large-scale aeolian activity at that time'
this
Howsoever it may be, an Holocene age cannot be discounted at
juncture.
In an effort to establish an interglacial age for the dunes
of yorke Peninsula, Jessup correlated the development of dunes
and associated palaeosols with. suPposed higher stands of the sea
during the Quaternary. The alleged evidence for such high stands
consists of flights of (marine?) terraces recognized on the
coasts of Europe (Deperet, LgO6, 1918; Gignoux, 1913) and of
Africa (de i,amothe, 191-1) , but these terraces erÙ knov¡n to be

tectonically disturbed (Castany and Ottman, 1957) ' Further'
in the absence of Antarctj-c deglaciation, sea leve1 would not
have stood higher than approximately 10 m above present during
the interglacials (Mesollela et al., 1968; Broeker et aI', 1968;
al',
Broeker and van Donk, L970¡ James et al., L97r¡ Thurber et
1965; Veeh, L966¡ Veeh and chappell, I970i Bloom, 1967, 1970,
IgTIl . Thus Jessup,s dating of the utera dunes by correlation
with the Mediterranean terraces is open to question while the
evidence for very high stands of the sea in south Australia
(Tindale, 1.933; Bauer , L959; l{ard and Jessup, 1965) have been
repudiated (twidale et al., 1967) '
Howsoever ít may be, it is necessary to establish accurately
the age of the utera dunes by radj-ometric analysis' To this end'
calcrete developed within the dune profile was dated' and the age
derived, verified by radiocarbon dating stratigraphieally superimposed samples of shelI and other organic material '

4.2

D

atincr of Calcrete

Ra.diometric dating, b¡ measuring the variation in the ratio
of isotopic carbon c-14 to C-I2, is one of the most important
contained
methods of dating late Quaternary events as carbon is

in aI1 tiving matter, âs well as forming a chemical precipitate
as in cal-crete. There are a number of basic probrems associated
with all carbon dating such âsr isotopic fractionation' reservoir
differences and contamination of thL sample after deposition by
either c-LA rich or depleted materials such as groundwater '
by
These problems have been expressed and discussed in detail
polach (1,9?5). Further, statistical error renders invalid results beyond 40,000 years for the majority of laboratories, âIthough some, such as Groningen, can reach to approximately
70,000 years. Thus, if the dunes are, in fact, Last Interglacial

(approximately120,000years),thentheyarebeyondtherangeof

-¡)

radiocarbon dating in anY event-

In theory, the dating of calcrete, which is a calcareous
precipitate, presents greater problems than for organic carbonates. For calcrete to form, carbonate must be mobile within the
soil profile, a factor which can lead to contamination of any
material collected for dating. The problems of dating calcareous
materials from soils, and in particular from palaeosols, have
been examined by Williams and Polach (I9691, Bowler and Polach
(1971) and Wiltiams and Polach (1971) . One such problem is to
determine whether a calcrete iayer is in situ or has been reworked, for if reworked, the age of the calcrete is established
but not the age of the land.form to which the calcrete relates
stratigraphically.
It can be shown however, that the calcrete of the utera
PIain has not been substantially rewbrked. As described above'
the calcrete has formed pedogenically within the dune profile'
The dunes, therefore, predate the time of calcrete formation, and
for calcrete to be reworked it j-s first necessary to erode the
dune. A calcrete sample t¡ken from beneath the dune can therefore be considered to be in situ , and a date d,erived from such
a sample would'approximate the time of formation of the calcrete
1ayer.

A large sample of calcrete was collected from beneath a dune
adjacent to the Lucky Bay road, where recent excavation had exposed the calcrete layer. At a point approximately half v¡ay up
the calcrete profite, the edge of the calcrete was removed by
hammer and shovel. From within this excavation a large nodule

of calcrete was collected.
Greater accuracy can be obtained by choosing a nodule of

calcrete where visible alteration, and hence possible contamination, is absent. Further, if this sample is collected from the
approxinrate middle of the calcrete layer it would yield an a\¡erage

age for the time of formation of the entire layer.

In theory,

a

concretionary nodule should have the least amount of contamination
at the centre of the nodule, ff the central zone is dated, possible contamination error would be further minimizedVühile the dating of any carbonate material poses a number of
problems, that of dating calcareous palaeosols presents greater
problems than most. However, in many cases it is the only means
of dating available, and it has been used extensively at a number
of locations, both in Australia and elsewhere (see, for example,

Jakel, L974). Furthèr, it has been shown (Bowler and
polach, l-g7Ll that results obtained from calcareous soil deposits
developed at the lower (arid) limit of the rainfall gradient are
more re1iable. Cowell, approxim.ately 5 km from where the radiocarbon dated calcrete sample was collected, has a mean annual
rainfall of 285 mm, considerably below the suggested optimum rainfaII for calcrete development (4-500 mm), thus increasing considerably the reliabi,lity of the age obtained.
The calcrete, and all other samples from the Lucky Bay area'
vrere dated by Geochron in the USA. The calcrete sample was
trimmed to remove any alterations and crushed to homoqrenize the
sample. Using a Libby half-life of 5570 years' a C-13 corrected
age of lI,825t 295 years htas obtained (GX-4778, Table 4).
Financial restraints determined the number of samples of
materials that were dated radiometrically. ShelI and marine sea
grasses - more reliable materials tåt carbonate dating that
are superimposed upon the calcrete were dated in order to crossGeyh and

of the calcrete date. Further, these marine
deposits were dated in order to establish the chronology of
coastal progradation as described above. In retrospect, however,
additional calcrete samples would have provided greater suPport

check the validity

for the age of the dunes suggested below, and should have been
undertaken.
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RADIOCARBON DATES

LOCATION

NUMBER

Utera PIain
Central Eyre

GX-4 77 8r'

Peninsula

Gak-4 3 52

rr,825 I
10,310 t
16,690 t
26,940 I
15,780 t
22,040 t

ANU-2

81

L2,050

ANU-2

8

16 , 160

Gak-4 0 7 1
Gak-4072
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Gak-4

Lake Torrens
Plains
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639

O

ANU-1 32

l_4,840
'J.2,540

ANU-2
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30,880

ANU-2

96

35,000

ANU-1OO

ANU-2 26 / 2
ANU-2 27 / 2
ANU-2
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ANU-2
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ANU-2

99

ANU-22

6

31,360

A¡{U-

5

64

22

I

ANU-300

Zone

310

2 0.,

ANU-2

Coastal

32,L80
22,160
27,600

7

ANU-22

Bay

35,010
28,780

ANU-12

At ü-227

Lucky

AGE B.P.

22,290
25 ,600
22,900
23 ,450

r
I
!
r
t

2951

190)
440) Bourne

aI.
1,200) et
r97 4
3s0)
7 60ì.
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Calcrete
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It

il
It

il

Calcrete

2so)

t1

2s0l

ll

r_50)

il

1,200) WilIiams,
4,090) r97 3
2,860)
2,300 )

il

,700 )
1,100 )
2,4001
1,840 )
s00)

ll

1,000)

il

360)

ll

1,000)

lr
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500)

il

ssO)

il

+ 2r130)

il

2,L301

ll

+

t

+

1

t

+

r
r
t
t
r
r
t

r

33,270

ll

fl
il

il
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cx-477 *

5,010 t

190)

Shell

cx-477 4*
cx-4 77 5*

4r150 t
1,650 t
L,245 !

130)
12s)

SheII
Shell
Organic matter

cx-4777*

13 s)
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RÀDTOCARBON DATES
LOCATTON

BIanch
Harbour

Black Point

AGE B.P.

NUMBER

ANU-2

3

-2,870 !

I 6*
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4.3 Datinq of Marine and Organic DePosits
The presence of shelI within the swale embayments allows
the time of embayment to be dated radiometrically, and since the
stratigraphic relationship of the enirayments with the dunes is
knorún, a further delineation of the time of dune formation is
possible. Shell samples were collected from two embayments, both
from the Lucky Bay area. The first was taken approximately 1 km
inland from the coast, whj-Ie the second sample came from a similar embayment 2 km farther north.
sample one (GX-4 4731 , colrected for ísotopic fractionation'
gave an age of 5o1o t 190 8.P., while sample two (GX-4774)

was

slightly younger at 4150 t 130 B.P. (Table 41. Corrected for
oceanic reservoir effects (stuiver and Polach, 19'77; Rhodes et aI'
1980) by 4501 35 years, these ages are 4560 t 187 B'P'* and

'

3700 t 125 B.P.* resPectivelY.

of the embayed swales at Lucky Bay' a series of
beach ridges parallel the coast. overall, the swales separating
these ridges stand above present H.w.L., and are infilled with
fine lagoonal deposits. M.arine sediments, consisting of sea
grasses and shell, overlie the calcrete duricrust developed in
Seaward

the area and are.emplaced seaward of the embayed dune swales,
thereby affording a further means of testing the validity of the
age of the dated calcrete and the shell matter from the embayments'
SheII taken from a swale at a depth of 80 clllr and a sample
of organic matter overlying the =t"if bed were radiocarbon dated'
(GX-4775,
The shell material gave an age of 1650 ! I25 years B.P'
Tab1e 4) or 1200 t 130 B.P.* corrected for oceanic reservoir effect. The overlying organic maÈerial dated at L245 t 135 years
B.P.'correctedtoTg5tl3gyearsB.P.(Gx-41771.
These dates are in accord with those obtained from northeastern Spencer GuIf (Burne, :-g82l and from the St Kilda Formation
near Adelaide, (Firman, 1968) South Australia, r+hich represents

a late-Holocene progradatiOn of the coast in this area' Thus,
the dates derived from the four samples, all of which are superimposed upon the calcrete, Iend support to the age obtained for
the calcrete samPIe.

4.4 Correlation to Dated Calcrete i n South Australia
The validity of the calcrete date is further supported by
the dates avai-lable from other calcrete samples (from Eyre Peninsula and from near Lake Torrens) that have been dated' Bourne
(Bourne, et al., Ig74) lists ealcrete dates from Eyre Peninsula
of 10,3101190 (Gak 4O7I)¡ 15,780t350 (Gak 4351); !6,690t440 ''ì i
!i'
(Gak 40721 ¡ 26,94011200 (Gak 4639) ¡ 22,040t760 (Gak 4352) '
Farth.er north, Vliltiams (Lg|3) has dated carbonate nodules from
two palaeosols developed on the Lake Torrens p1ain. The Wilkatana
palaeosol dated at 20-35rO0O B.P. while the younger lvlotpena carbonates ranged from L2-16,000 years B.P. (Table 4). The cowell
sample would therefore appear to be contemporaneous with the Motpena calcrete. In addition , 20 kn south of the study area at

a second, older calcrete layer occurs lower in the
stratigraphic profile and may, in all probability, be the equivalent of the wilkatana palaeosol. Such a calcrete layer apPears
to exist beneath the utera plain, âS at times the auger struck a
solid, partially calcareous layer that it could not penetrate'
As the utera Plain is underlain by unconsolidated sediments to
depths of up to go m, it is probable that this layer is a calcrete durícrust, although its exact characteristics are not known'
AIso, it is difficult to envisage calcrete forming over a con-

Red Banks,

siderable area of Eyre Peninsula, including the Red Banks area
where seif dunes are also present, and not developing beneath
the Utera Plain.
v{hile it is problematic whether calcrete layers should be
done with
-sed as time-stratigraphic markers, such as has been

i

i

i: ll

the Ripon calcrete of the Murray Mallee, these calcretes do indicate that the climatic conditions conducive to calcrete formation
prevailed during the periods of time obtained by radiometric
dating.
4.5 The Age of the Utera

Dunes

After examination of the available stratigraphic and radiometrically dated evidence, the question still remaÍns as to when
the Utera dunes \^rere deposited. The time of formation vüas one
of increased aridity, but diò such aridity occur during a glacial
or interglacial phase? Jessup (1968, a e b) had postulated that
the longitudinal dunes of Yorke and northeastern Eyre Peninsulas
rñrere developed during the mid-Holocene and Last Interglacial but,
as discussed above, his dating technique is open to question,
especially in relation to an interglacial time of formation. However, could the dunes be Holocene features?
WilIiams (1973) has provided evidence from near Lake Torrens
that limited dune formatj-on occurred during the Holocene, but
that environment is more 1tU than northeastern Eyre Peninsula,
including the Utera Plains. fncreased aridity during the midHolocene has been postulated, conseguent upon the hígher temperature that prevailed, but higher temperature would, in all prob(Kershaw'
ability, have Ied to inòreased rainfall, not aridity.
I97L; Bowler, 1975¡ Jennings, L9751 .
Further evidence against a midlHolocene age is provided by
the radiocarbon dates described above. SheIl and organic matter
of mid-Holocene age embay the seif swales, indicating that the
dunes hrere present at that time. ft may be suggested that the
formative period of the dunes occurred, immediately prior to
marine incursion, but this hypothesis is refuted by the age of
the calcrete. The calcrete layer cementj-ng the dune cores is of

the order of 12,000 years and, according to the

mode

of origin

E1

suggested, formed r^.'ithin the dune; the dune therefore predates

the calcrete, but by what time period?
In order to resolve this question, the time required to
develop a calcrete duricrust must be known. Hor,rever, although a
number of estimates of formation time have been proposed, cons j-derabl-e disagreement exists.
On the one hand, it has been
demonstrated that calcareous deposits have developed in less than
L00 years ín certain localized environments (Smitfr et aI., L976\.
In contrast, Goudie (I9731, after assessing the information available from a number of different locations, suggests the formation
time is more of the order of 3-61000 years. Goudie's values
indicate that the calcrete cementing the dunes began to be deposited within the range of 15-18,000 years. Similarly, other
calcretes from Eyre Peninsula (Bourne, et aI., 1974) and from the
Lake Torrens Plain (Will-iams, I9731, indicate that a calcareous
duricrust was, in part, pr€sent by about 16,000 8.P.. The dunes
therefore, can not be Holocene features as they predate calcrete
formation.

That the dunes were deposited during the Last Interglacial
can also be refuted. fn tïe first instance, Jessup's (1968, a & b)

dating technique, the correlation of the dunes with higher stands
of the sea, is open to question in the absence of any radiometric
dating.
Jessup's thorough investigation of palaesols and high-level
marine deposits of Yorke and northeåstern Eyre Peninsulas, concluded that the Yorke Peninsula dunes had formed before the

'L2 foot' (3.75 m) high sea level-. The fact that the dunes proceed below sea level was explicable in that it was assumed that
aridity occurred immediately before and after high stands of the
sea. The Cunliffe palaeosol (Jessup, 1968 b) was deflated down
to a calcrete horizon and acted as a sediment source for the
seif dunes, although Jessuìr suggests that the seif profile is

ö¿

not related to the underlying calcrete horizon, but merely overrides it. Most important however, is the fact that the dunes do
not overlie marine deposits due to the ''J'2 foot' sea level; that
is, the dunes predate this higher sea 1evel.
Jessup's chronology of events' using long-range correfation
with llediterranean Sea leve1s, Suggested that the t1-2 foot' sea
level occurred during the Last Interglacial, 70-85'000 years ago'
Additional evidence fot such a stand of the sea was described
from northeastern Eyre Peninsula, where marine deposits contain1ng Anadara trapezia are foun'd. These deposits are essentially
the shingle ridges described by Hails (19781, and were believed'
at first, to be late Pleistocene features.
During the course of this investigation, these shingle ridges
were examined in detail, with shell samp les other than Anadara
collected for radiocarbon dating (Van Deur and Polach, in prep. ) .
The shell samples from between Port Augusta and Blanche Harbour
comprised mainly KateLysia corrugata with s ome Anapella PinguisFrom another series of shingle ridges near BLack Point, immediately
north of Whyalla, she]I sa¡nples, consisting of Trochidae (in
particular, Fractarmilla concamerate and AnaP eIIa pinguis, were
collected for dating. The results (Table 4 ANU-2386, 2387/L,
2387/2, 2388) all indicate that the shingle rid.ges are Holocene
features. The dunes therefore, could not be Last Interglacialin age on the basis of the evidence, cited by Jessup '
The above evidence however, does not exclude entirely the
suggestion that arídity and dune formation occurred while sea
Ìevel was either falling to, or rising from a glacial-Iow position'
The sea has stood below present level since the Last Interglacial
and, during interstadials, was of the order of 20m below present
(Bl-oom et aI., Ig74l , and thus it can be argued that the Utera
(and Yorke Peninsula) dunes may have been deposited at any time
over the last 120,000 Years.

However, ât a number of locations on Eyre Peninsula a second,
stratigraphically lower calcrete duricrust is present, whíIe the

available evidence from the Utera Plain SuPports the existence of
such a 1ayer. Radiocarbon dating of this calcrete (williams, 1973¡
Bourne, et al., tg74) has yíelded ages of between 20,000 and
35r000 years (Tabte 41. The utera dunes overlie this lower calcrete and are not cemented by it, while a layer of fluvial sediments beneath the upper calcrete horizon, that separates the two
duricrusts, ind.icates two distinct phases of carbonate accumuLation. Thus it would appear', on the basis of the available data,
that the dunes were deposited at some time between the development of the two calcrete layers; that is between about 171000
years and 20r0o0 years before present. Aridity and dune formation
occurred at Some Point between these two periods of calcrete
development, but this encompasses the time of maximum glaciation,
and thus, is contrary to Jessup's suggestion that glacials in
this region were periods of greater moisture availability'

CHAPTER FIVE

PALAEOCLIMATES OF

NO RTHEASTERN

EYRE PENINSULA

TheorY
5.1 Correlation of Palaeoclimates with G lacial/Pluvial
The utera dunes, presently stabilized by vegetation on both
the crests and the flanks, attest to northeastern Eyre Peninsula
having experienced greater aridity at some time in the past. As
the dunes plunge below sea Level, but were not drowned by tectonism, they must have formed at a time of lower sea level ' Previous theories concerning late Quaternary climates held that
during glacial periods, non-glaciated regions experienced pluvial

conditions(Taylor,1g68)rwhileinterglacialswerearid'However, íf low sea levels occurred during glacials, and glacials
v/ere pluvial, how could these dunes have formed at this time?
Jessup (1968, a & b) attemped to accommodate this contradiction
by suggesting .r:-àity occurred during intergraciars, but before
Sea level had. attained its maximum height. However, the time of
formation, as indicated by radiometric dating, is between 17,000
and 20,000 years, at which time sea Ievel was at its lowest.
Thus, the association of g.lacial with pluvial must be questioned'
The association of glacial with pluvial can be traced to the
last century (Jamieson, 1863; Russell, 1885; Gilbert, 1890), but
all these workers were concerned with areas marginal to former
ice sheets and their evidence and arguments are not necessarily
relevant to the nature of climatic change in areas distant from
the ice sheet. Nevertheless, HulI ifggs), basing his conclusions
upon observations made in the Palestinian desert' suggested that
glacials were synchronous with pluvials. Further alleged evidence was introduced from East Africa (Nilsson, L931), and from
the area of the Nile and the Jordan valteys by Wayland (1934).
consequently, the Pan-African congress, organized by Leakey in
1g47, recognized four pluvial sequences by correlation with the
major glacial periods established on the basis of stratigraphy
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in Europe and North America (Venetz, 1833; Charpentier, 1835;
Agassiz, L840¡ Penck, 1905).
Since the Pan-African Congress, new evidence concerning
Quaternary palaeoclimateS cast doubts upon not only the number
of pluvial and arid phases, but the correlation of pluvial with
g1acial, and arid with interglacial periods. Foraminiferal evidence from deep sea cores (Emiliani, 1955, L958, L966, 1972¡

, I973, 1,9761 , and the re-interpretation of
terrestrial sequences in Europe (Kukla, I977) indicates that
rather than there having beerf only four 91acia1/interglacial
cycles over a period of 0.8 m.y., seventeen of these cycles have
occurred during the last L.7 m.Y..
More germane to this investigation are the recent findings
from Africa and Australia which question the basis of the 91acia1pluvial association. For example, changes in the depth and area
of Lake Chad have been extensively studíed (Grove and Pullen, 1964¡
Grove and Warren, 1968), as well as parts of the Niger Basin (Grove
and Vtarren, 1968) , of Senegal (Tricart, 1957, I96L¡ Chamard and
Morin, !9731 , and of the Sudan (Warren, 1970) . Similar research
has been undertaken in East Africa (Bakker, 1962¡ Butzer, L972¡
Coetzee, L9721" Ethiopia (Grove, Street&Goudie, L975i Street and
Grove , Lg76l and the Nile Basin (Butzer and Hansen, 1968), although
the data from the latter area are somewhat limited.
It is concluded from these investigations (Selby, 19771 , in
conjunction with further evidence fro* North Africa, that alShackleton and

Opdyke

though climatic conditions vrere moist between 30-40'000 years a9o'
during the last glacial maximum aridity dominated over much of the

African subtropics.
Evidence of former aridity in the form of relict dunes has
also been reported from Australia (King, 1956i Wopfner and lwida1e,
1967; Twidale, Ig':.2; Bowler, !97I, 1973, !976, 1977; Bowler et aI.,

8r,

I916; Sprigg, L965, 19791 . Bowler's studj-es indicate a moist
period occurred from 25-40r000 years ago, followed by increased
aridity which peaked between 18-24,000 years B.PThe unqualified association of glacial periods with pluvial
conditions therefore cannot be maintained. Certainly there were
times !úhen climatic conditions htere more akin to the present,
but during the glacial maximum greater aridity prevailed over
northeastern Eyre Peninsula. However, \^/ere climatic conditions
substantially or only margi-nalIy different from the present? To
resolve this question it is ,rã""ssary to compare present conditions and former climates, insofar as the latter may be inferred
from the aVailable data.

5.2 Comparison of Current Climate with Palaeoclimates
Eyre Peninsula, which covers an area of 33'200 sq. kms, lies
between latitude 32 and 35 degrees south, while the study area is
about latitude 33039'S, longitude 137011'E. CIimaticatly, the
region is classified as semi-arid (Koppen Bsh) with rainfall increasing from 250 mm in the northeast to 500 mm in the vicinity
of Port Lincoln.
Though the regíon is semi'arid in terms of the quantity of
rainfall, this deficiency is to some extent compensated for by
the distribution pattern of precipitation. Thus, the majority
of rain falls during the winter months, the summers being dry except for occasional rains. In the south, Port Lincoln has a
median rainfall of I mm in January while Whyalla experiences a
Similar amount of 7 mm. During winter, however, Port Lincol-n
has a median of 74 mm compared to !{hya1la's 22 tnm. This northern
reduction in rainfall is matched by an increase in the rates of
potential evaporation from south (1800 mm) to north (2400) during
January, which continues, albeit at lesser amounts, throughout
the year. What rain does fall is therefore less effective front
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south to north. While the effectiveness of this rainfall is
enhanced by the winter concentration, it is nevertheless suf-

ficient to allow the growth of a natural vegetation comprising
low mallee woodland.

Winter rains are the result of frontal cyclonic activity
associated with wave depressions which originate in high latitudes and migrate eastwards across the Southern Ocean and Great
Australian Bight. During sutnmer these wave depressions are forced
south by the southward migration of the high Pressure ceIls. As
Eyre peninsula lies well sout¡h of the influence of the summer monsoons which affect northern Australia, the summers tend to be arid.
Temperatures are moderate to high, with an increase in diurnal

and seasonal ranges from south to north as a consequence of increased continentality. Thus for Januâry, Cleve has a mean maxi-

of 28.3o and mean minimum of 15.60 (range 12.7o) while Port
Lincoln has values of 25.50 and 15.70 (range 9.8o) respectively.
During the winter months these figures drop to a mean maximum of
14.8o and minimum of 6.80 for Cleve while the comparative values
for port Líncoln are 15.9? and 8.4o respectively. The winter range
for Cleve during JuIy is therefore 8.0o on comparison to Port
Lincoln's 7.5o. The seasonal range for Cleve is 13.50 while Port
Lincoln's is 9.60, seasonal variation being greater on average
than diurnal variation. Heat waves with continuous days of temperatures over 38.60 occurr oD average, five to six times per
summer. On the coast these conditions are rarely sustained for

mum

more than two consecutive days, but inland the average period

for a treat wave is three daYs.
Humidity, like rainfall and temperature, decreases towards
the north, diurnally and seasonally. During JuIy the mean humidity for Cleve at O9OO is 772, falling to 61t at 1-500 hours. Port
Lincoln Lor the same period and times, experiences humidity of
81å and 672 respectiveiy. During December the humidity values

oo

for Cleve are 442 and 338, while Port Lincoln has averages of

65e"

and 542.

within the study area the nearest recording station is located
at cowell where data have been collected since 1885' Over this
period the mean annual rainfall is 285 mm with a median of 273 mm'
and
and a mean number of raindays of 84 which occur between April
october. Inland at Darkes Peak rainfall increases to 395 mm on
average, with a median of 402 mm. IÈ is suggested (Meteorological
to
su.rvey, 1961) that t.here is a decrease in rainfall- from west
east, the Cleve HiIIs exertin'g a topographical influence' placing
the utera Plain and cowell in a partial rainshadow' overall' however, climatic conditions are such that growth of vegetation is
sufficient to stabilize the longitudinat dunes within the area'
Deflation and 'desertificaÈionr are largely the conseguence of
Iand clearíng accompanying settlement'
While the Utera dunes indicate aridity, evidence to allow
precise estimates of palaeotemperature and precipitation are not
forthcoming, but may perhaps be inferred from data obtained else'
where in Australia

Foraminiferal evidence from oceanic cores confirms and
quantifies }ower palaeotemperatures during the glacials, although
not without some controversy (shackleton, 19671 , but similar
quantified information is conspicuously absent from continental
sites. From the New Guinea Highlands (Flenley, 1967; Powel1'
(Costin and
1970; Hope and Peterson , Ig75) , and Australian AIps
polach , !g73, a reduction of 10o-11o has been proposed' Further
Australian enumerations are summarised and discussed by Bowler
et aI.,

and
O916) but they, and others (eg Butzer' 1'972; Rognon

immediate area of investigation, especially to the semi-arid/humid
the
boundary of southeastern Australia. Thus, in alI probability'
were cooler than at present. but b]t wha*- precise

utera Plains

8y

amount is not known at this juncture.

similarly, estimatíon of precipitation levels poses a number of problems insofar as much alleged evidence for higher precipitation (eg vegetational changes to more moisture demanding
species, and especially higher lake leve]s) is equivocal and
equally expticable in terms of decreased evaporation rates conseguent upon cooler
which increases moisture efficiency
temperatures. (Galloway, L965, a & b) For dunes to form, the erosional and transportational ability
of sand-moving winds (10 knott) must overcome those agencies that
stabilize sand-size sediments, in particular vegetation' It has
been argued (Sprigg, IgTgl that aeolian processes will operate
even where considårable stands of vegetation exist if the prevailing wínds are of consistently high velocityr âs for example in
northeastern Tasmania. However, it is more often than not the
case that aeolian processes are brought into play b1z a reduction
in the cover of stabilizing vegetation resulting from increased
aridity.
The Utera dunes formed during such a period of enhanced
aridity corresponding with the last glacial maximum, the degree

of which may be estimated but not conclusively known' For inland
sand transport to occur, precipitation under a lower, critical
level must occur. A.bove this quantity of rainfall, moisture
availability is sufficient to allow a stabilizing vegetative cover.
The estj-mates for such a rower rimit range from 100 ,nm in Australia
(Mabbutt, lgi.Ll, to 2OO-275 mm in India (Goudie et aI., 1973)Average annual rainfall for sites on northeastern Eyre Peninsula,
ranges from 275 mm (Vfhyatla) to 285 mrn (Cowell) and 403 mm (Cleve) ,
but in all j-nstances provides adequate moisture to support a stand
of mallee scrub that stabilizes the Utera dunes. The critical
1973) are not signilimits suggested by Goudie (Goudie, *1.,
ficantly 4ífferent from the contemporary rainfall values for coweII

Orl

and lrthyalla, and, as the dunes indicate greater aridity in the
past, Ivlabbut,s lower estimate is probably more accurate in thís

instance.

A number of factors complicate this estimation however '
certainly a value as low as 100 mm takes into consideration the
increased efficiency of any moisture available due to lower
evapo-transpiration rates, itself related to lower temperatures

prevailing at that time. However, this supposition is open to
(Galloquestion as the higher wind speeds operating aE this time
wây, 1965 a & b) would have ihcreased the evaporation rate' Thus'
any decrease in evaporation rates due Èo lower temperature may
have been offset by higher wind speeds increasing evaporation'
Whilechangesintheintensityofanticyclonesandthe
migration of the westerly wind pattern by about 50 have been
cited (wyroII and Milton, Lg76) as possible factors producing
aridity, Bowler (1976) suggests that, bY itself, these factors
would not account for relict dunes, lunettes or lowered lake
j-n
levels in Australia. Rather, it was lower moisture acting
wiÈh higher wind vplocity, thereby increasing evapo"o'""rì
Bowler
transpiration, that resulted in increased aridity'

equatessuchconditionswithhighfrequencyoutbreaksofhot'
dry, continenÈal air masses in sunmer, travelling in a southeasterly direction from the interior of Australia' Such infrom
creased wind velocity and frequency..t. believed to result
(Lamb'
an increased pressure gradient between pole and equator
lg72; Barry and chorley, I}TL; Webster and streten' ß79) '
is
supporting evidence for this theory, although at some remove,
defound in the increased size and quantity of aeolian sediments
posited offshore (Parkin , L974¡ Parkin and shackleton ' 1973¡

Diester-Haas, L9711 At thís juncture hcwever, there is insufficient concrete
data to confirm or reí:,',,e whether wind speeds were higher than
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at present at the time of dune deposition, and whether or not
j-n prosuch increased wind velocity was a contributing factor
ducing aridity in the study area. At the present t'ime, where
clearing of vegetation has exposed the land surface, there is
sufficient wind strength to promote active deflation.
In conclusion, it is probable that rainfall was lower than
at present, perhaps as low as 100 mm, and that moisture efficiency
was enhanced, if only marginally. such aridity might have been
intensified further by higher wind speeds, although there is no
firm evidence to this effect.' AIso, ât this staqe, it is not
possible to enumerate vari.ations in temperature thaÈ occurred'
The presence of calcrete, which is suggested to develop
under prescribed climatic conditions, indicates an amelioration
of climate, away from aridity' some time after about L7'000 years
8.p.. Pedogeníc calcrete is believed to form in areas receiving
at least 400-500 mm of rainfall distributed seasonally; a \^7arm
to hot, dry season being necessary to promote the upward migration
and precipitation of carbonate (Mosely, 1965i Goudie, L9731' Such
values are significantly higher than the rainfall received between
Cowell and vlhyalla, where calcrete is well-devetoped, implying
that rainfall may have been higher than at present at some time
after the cessation of aridity. However, such logic is open to
question as the exact environmental conditions conducive to caLcrete development are not understood fuIIy. rt has been suggested,
for example, that carbonate deposition is occurring at present in
the Simpson Desert and arid, northern Eyre Peninsula (C' R' Twidale'
pers. comm.). Thus ít is possible that the utera calcrete has
developed in response to a climate either similar to or only marginally different from that prevailing at present'
In summary, the presence of calcrete suggests the end of an
arid phase during which time dunes, that are now relict features'
years
were derposited. Thís calcrete la'':;er began to form Some 17'000

âgor indicating that aridity was becoming less severe from that
time. Further, a stratigraphically lower calcrete has minimum
ages of about 20r000 years, suggesting climatic conditions con-

ducive to carbonate deposition prior to that time' Aridity, therefore, prevailed between 171000 and 20r000 years ago. This is the

time of the Wurm glacial, further supporting the theory that
glacial phases were arid. In Particular, the evidence from northeastern Eyre Peninsula correlates aridity with the glacial maximum
and suggests that the actual time period of aridity is relatively
brief, of the order of 2,000 to 3rOO0 years, in this area-

CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSIO}T

pre"The concept that "pluvial" conditions and soil formation
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(WilIiams, 1973 P. 123)
As the formative processes of landform development and the
climatic conditions under which they operate became better known,
so it has become clear that many, if indeed not most, landforms
are whoIly or partially discordant with climatic conditions prevailing at present. Relict únatorms ínclude lacustrine features
alluding to hígher rainfall or run-off, while sand dunes attest
to increased aridity, such climatic fluxes having occurred during
the Quaternary.
In non-glaciated environments, higher lake levels u/ere temporally correlated with the four glacial phases established in
Europe and North Amerl-ca, and were presumed to result directly
In contrast, aeolian
from increased precipitation oï 'pluvials'.
landforms eroded or deposited d.uring arid phases, were believed
In summary, glacials
to have been created duringr interglacials.
were associated with pluvials and interglacials with aridity for
aII non-glaciated areas during the Quaternary. In recent yearS'
however, this conventional sequence of glacial chronology has
been challenged and found incorrect, for the radiometrically determined age of many relict aeolj,an. landforms suggests that they
formed during the last, glacial maximurn. It would appear, contrary to previous theory, that parts of glacials were arid and
not h.umid, and perhâPS, interglacials were moister than present
conditions.

Utera dunes of northeastern Eyre Peninsula,
stabilized under the present climatic regime, act as indicators
of palaeoclímatic conditj-ons of greater aridity. These dunes
The relict

were alleged to have formed during the Last Interglacial

and

during the mid.-Holocene (Jessup, L968, a & b) , but at a number
of. locations transgress the coast and plunge below Spencer Gulf'
suggesting that they formed during a period of low sea level (in
the proven absence of tectonism. ) Eustatic control during the
Qu.aternary was mainly glaciat, with lowered sea level resulting
during gtacial periods. Thus the Utera dunes and their drowned
counterparts below Spencer Gulf question an interglacial time of
formation. Further, the dunes raise a number of problems, in

particular their â9€, origin ånd means of survival.
The purpose of this study was to anshter the questions raised
by the submerged sections of the Utera dunes. That the submerged
features were, in fact, dunes and relate to the Utera dunes, viTas
resolved by an examination and comparison of the sediments comprising both the submerged landforms and the relíct Utera dunes '
On aerial photographs the submerged features appear as linear
continuations of the seif dunes, separated by a belt of beach
ridges and cheniers. Surface examination however, reveals that
the'submerged dunesrare little more than low rises of calcrete,
which constitutes the broad intertidal platform. In detail' (as
revealed by t.hin section analysis) the sediments are subangular
to subround quartz grains cemented by micrite. Smalt 'towers' of
sand grains cemented in this fashion are located upon the intertidal rises at a number of locations, which in conjunction with
thin sections, erere compared with =å*pt"= of sand obtained from
the relict dunes of the Utera P1ain. The latter \ÂIere noted to be
subround and subangular and showed similar surface features to
the sediments from the rises. Further, bY coring into the dunes
and the intervening swales, it was revealed that calcrete underlies both features, but, significantly, rises to a higher elevation beneath the

dune.
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The lower horizon of the d.une has, therefore, been indurated

by calcium carbonate, and it is these rises which are present upon
the intertidal platform and proceed below sea level; the overlying'
unconsolidated dune sands have been eroded, intermixed with marine
sands and deposited as beach ridges and cheniers. Sediments from
beneath the utera swales, consisting of fluvial and colluvial de-

posits derived from the metasediments of the Cleve Hills to the
west, $/ere also analyzed and compared to sediments recovered from
between residual dune cores' the previous swales. It was found
that the sediments were the =ä*" from both locations. They consist of ill-sorted grains of quartz and feldspar, with minor amounts
of other minerals. It was conclud.ed that the submerged features
hrere remnants of the Utera dunes, exPressed as low residual cores
of micrite cemented dune sands.
Although a number of fault scarps situated to the west of the
utera plain allow a tectonic explanation for dune submergence ' the
plain either having been downfaulted or subsided, Holocene beach
ridges and cheniers, and late Pleistocene marine deposits that
fringe northeastern and northwestern Spencer Gulf, are undisturbed
over long distances, discounting such an explanation' The Utera
dunes could only have formed during a period of lower sea 1eve},
which effectively discounts interglacial and Holocene ages for the
dunes.

It may be argued that interstadial sea levels did not reach
the current position, and as such, the dunes may have formed
during this period. I{hile climatic conditions prevailing durinq
the glacial maxima and during interglacials are the centre of
controversy and much research, boÈh continenÈal and marine, little
In
if any information is available concerning interstadials'
order to refute the hypothesis that dunes formed during these
periods, the absol-ute age of the Utera dunes must be known'
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In explanation of the survival of dunes below sea level it
was noted that it is only the carbonate indurated dune cores that
remain, and that calcrete had developed pedogenically within the
dune profile; the dune therefore pre-dates the calcrete' A sample
of calcrete revealed an age of about L2,OO0 B.P. which, in conjunction with other dated calcretes, implies that climatic conditions conducive to calcrete formation came into force about
17r000 years ago.

Aridity, essential fot dune development, which must have Prevailed before that time, ceasèd. The validity of the calcrete
age \^¡as determined by dating shelt and organic matter superimposed
upon the calcrete and, near the coast, embayed the dune swales'
These deposits were all Holocene in age, ranging from 5,000 to
1,400 years B.P. Comparison to dated cafcrete from central Eyre
Peninsula and Lake Torrens supports the age derived from the Utera
calcrete sample. AIso, at the latter locations, a second, stratigraphically lower calcrete duricrust has been dated at between
20,000 and 35,000 years 8.P., again ind,icating a non-arid climatic
regime. The arid period when the dunes formed is, therefore' believed to have occurred between approximately L7r000 years and
20,000 years ago.
The time period during which arid conditions prevailed on

northeastern Eyre Peninsula corresponds with the last glacial

of North America and Europe. Glacial phases l^/ere synchronous with aridity, not with ptuvials as had been supposed'
It is not implied that such a conclusion may be extrapolated to
other non-glaciated environments in Australia or elsewhere without a detailed analysis and dating of the landforms, relict and

maximum

contemporary within that area, for while lhere is an increasing
body of evidence to sustain such a conclusion, there is apparently

conflicting evidence in other areas.
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Inherent in the question of whether glacials were arid or
pluvial is the larger dilemma of the factors that induce these
conditions. The characteristics of climatic oscillation include:
vari-ations in atmospheric circulation patterns (as indicated by
the non-alignment of relict dunes and current resultant winds);
changes in the ratio of precj-pitation to temperature and evaporation, and changes in the velocity and freguency of wind. Current
research fiây, in time, clarify or answer the exact nature of such
changes. However, the further problem of what produced climatj-c
oscillations during the guate'rnary (eg, solar insolation flux) ,
which resulted in the growth and retreat of ice sheets, is even
more difficulÈ to ascertain. While such matters are of concern,
they are not directly germane to the province of this investigation.

FinaIIy, it is concluded that the submerged features off
northeastern Eyre Peninsula are terrestrial dunes and form part
of the relict Utera dunes. These dunes vüere deposited during
the last Pleistocene glacial maximum (c. 18r000 B.P.) under conditions more arid than those pertaining at present. For northeastern Eyre Peninsula, the assumption that glacials were pluvials cannot be maintained.
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